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therapeutic value of flying. Even
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most picturesque origin of all. It is the feelings of Balboa a3 he stood Pacific side of 1518, more than 100 about ths size of South Carolina. The wings of time, as rapidly as the poor
QUEER AUTOMOBILE
named after the head-covering of the first white man to view the waters years before the Pilgrims landed in greater part of the Atlantic side of man oppresed with his heavy bur
WORDS FROM FRANCE certain ladies of France; the inhabi of the Pacific, and those of the Amer Massachusetts. Portobello, known to the isthmus is occupied by jungles dens, no faster, no slower. Days

“Flivver” Is food old United States, tants of the region around the city ican engineers who saw the com all readers of pirate tales, was the The population is between a third and come and go, with their clouds and
but “limousine” Is French, originally of Limoges, which was the capital of pletion there of the world’s greatest Atlantic port, and between them was a half of a million. Some pure Indians their sunshine their lights and their
constructed a paved trail. At the occupy the central mountains and a shadows, and with their coming and
« proletarian sort of word, but now the old province of Limousin. A engineering feat.
limited in its use to kings of finance, woman of this region would be called
Through it all, large tracts of the height of Spanish colonial power part of the Atlantic coast toward their going, hurry us all to the ap
brokers, profiteer and favorite sons a Limousine. The ladies thereabout little country have remained much as gold and silver from Peru were cart South America. There is a large proach of that day that will come
o f fortune. America manufactured —the peasant ladies, be it understood they were when Columbus first set ed across this old trail like cordwood. negro element in the population. The but never go. In that one eternal
“ Such great wealth was an irresisti remainder are of Spanish extraction day we shall reap the harvest from
Ute first automobile, but she had to —wear a sort of coif, or hood, with a foot there in 1502, and happy to find
borrow her automobile terms from cape attached. This has come to be a part of a real continent after seem ble attraction to the buccaneers who and of mixed blood.
the seeds sown in this life. “ And
the French, which explains why they known as a limousine because the ingly interminable islands, named it infested the Caribbean. Time after
The majority of the more civilized what shall the harvest be?”
time they swooped down on the and progressive inhabitants live on
have such a classical sound and why ladies of Limoges—the peasant ladies “ Terra Firme.”
they are so well beloved of those —wear it. The French have a sort of i “ Panama perpetrates one of the isthmus from their strange island the Pacific side of the island, and are
Suitable Tip
whose knowledge of the French covered cart, much like a prairie- greatest of geographic jokes on those commonwealth near Hayti. Old Pan concentrated noticeably in the west
“ I say, porter, did you find fifty
'language is comprised within auto schooner, which was named a lim who visit it. It very convincingly ama was entirely destroyed in 1671 by ern end toward the Costa Rican dollars on the floor this morning?”
mobile terminology. The French early ousine because it was covered with a makes east west. Prom Panama City such an expedition under the leader border. Since the cession of the
“ Yes, suh. Thank you, suh.”
took the lead In the new industry, hood, and when the closed winter the sun rises out of the Pacific, which ship of the notorious Henry Morgan, canal zone to the United States,
because they had the requisite imagin body of the automobile was devised, to most American minds is the proper later Sir Henry. On other occasions, depended solely on its national police
ation, capital, mechanics, and some what more natural than to call it a place only for setting suns. And he Portobello, in spite of its formidable Panama has had no army but has
of the best roads in Europe. In those limousine also? Thus we see the who sails through the canal from the fortifications, was taken, and even force.”
days an automobile could not be evolution of the word from the Atlantic to the Pacific travels not occupied by the pirates as a base for
eteered easily out of ruts; it could peasants’ coif to the modern high- from east to west as he naturally ex months at a time. One of the old
It is but for a day—one day at a
not climb telegraph-poles and jump powered automobile; but, while all pects to do, but from west to east, or forts of Portobello, useless in the time-—and that is all. It may be a
fences without serious damage to it the ladies of Limoges and vicinity more accurately, from northwest to village to which the one-time opulent day of jcy or grief, of ease or pain,
port has shrunk, was demolished dur with its closing; these end up to the
self and its owner; it could be manag own limousines and some of them southeast.
ing the building of the Panama canal last hour of the twenty-four, to re
ed only on the best of highways, with more than one, and even go driving in
“ One gets the impression, as one
which France had had the foresight to them, yet they are not all run by
and its stones crushed to make mater turn to us no more. Whatever may
writer has phrased it, that ‘there is
clear eyes and active brains
ial for concrete.
provide herself. In England progress gasoline!
be in store for us in the future, the
something crooked about this.’ The
Creates strong, robust bodies,
Looking over the above list we see
was delayed by legislation, and in the
Politically the republic of Panama scenes of the past shall know’ no to
crookedness is found to he in the
that
some
of
the
words
were
not
United States the poor roads effectual
Sold by
isthmus which runs predominantly is a thing apart. It was formerly a morrow will soon he numbered with
ly stalled the weak engines of that really needed, but they have become
the
past.
The
man
of
wealth
and
state
of
the
republic
of
Columbia,
in
east and west instead of north and
WEST END DRUG STORE
day and put a damper on the infant fixed in the language. ‘ Tonneau,”
south,
and in addition makes a double South America, but gained its inde fame is hurried along on the swift!
Industry. So the French took the however, was a pure affectation, much
curve like the letter S, so that at one pendence in 1903. Geographically it
Automobile and christened the various as the word “ hangar,” applied to the
place the Atlantic waters are actually is a part of Central America, but it
parts of it» anatomy, and later, when place where airplanes are stored. In
west
of those of the Pacific.
I has been left out of the recently
m
both motor-engines and our roads had French the word merely means a
formed union of Central America.
“
It
may
seem
a
far
cry
from
the
shed
for
wood,
cows,
or
any
other
use.
improved? we adopted the names
lay of the land at Panama to the This isolation is no doubt due in large
without any ceremony whatever. Now If a word had to be coined, why not
South sea, but because of the east and part to the existence of the canal m .
such words as chauffeur, chassis, use “airage,” meaning a garage for
west trend of the isthmus the popular under United States ownership ex m
m
garage, tonneau, limousine, and t e airplanes? And why not pronounce
name for that huge, island-dotted tending through Panama territory.
m
rest of them are common, every-day it so that a Frenchman could under- j
“ The little republic is shaped like a
ocean has largely taken the place of
m
as well as G E N T L E M E N may secure
words In our language. They were stand it? It sounds very much like!
the m^re nearly correct ‘South Pacific.’ section of waving ribbon or of a
“
ong-gar,”
and
not
as
it
is
usually
j
not made up fom nothing like the
m
the use of a
When Balboa stood on an isthmian squirming snake. It is 31 miles across
word ‘Has,” which was invented by pronounced, like the English word j
m
at
its
narrowest
point
and
not
much
mountain crest in 1512 and discov
*
a chemist, or “kodak,” by a manu “ hangar.” However, few of the words J
ered the great ocean stretching off to more than 50 miles wide throughout m
facturer, writes Albert N. Atkinson in we get from the French would be
the southward he naturally named it most of its 450 miles of length. It is m
the New York World. They were recognized at home, the words elite I
m
‘El Mar del Sur'—the South sea. A
words already in common use in and limousine being notable except-1
1
1
to care for their Valuable Papers, as
few days later when he had won his
France, and were naturally used in ions. But the French have just as
m
way to the newly discovered ocean he BUILD YOURSELF UP
well as a room to open their Boxes in»
the new industry as the ones most much trouble domesticatiug the many
waded into it and made the singularly
SO AS TO FEEL BETTER *
suitable. The writer delves into word English words they have adopted, so i
where
they may open them as often
modest claims for the King of Spain Eat and sleep better, as w’ell as look
the odds are even. As long as this is
history, and informs us that

m

LADIES

S a f e D e p o s it B o x

The word “chauffeur” means a fire
men or stoker. A man who fires a
.boiler is called a “chauffeur” in
French. There is a curious survival
here which is difficult to explain. The
early cars were steamers and requir
ed two men to operate them, the
“ mecanlcien” and the “chauffeur
the mechanic and the fireman re
spectively. But as the word has now
acquired a definite legal standing,
meaning a paid driver of an automo
bile, It will probably last as long as
automobiles are used.

so there is no danger of ending the
Franco-American
entente
cordiale.
But if both nations, when borrowing
each other’s words, were required to
learn the pronunciation also, there is
no telling what disasters might be
precipitated.

MORE THRILLS TO SQUARE
FOOT IN PANAMA THAN IN
ANY OTHER PART OF EARTH

to sovereignty over the sea and all
!
lands and islands bordering on it,
|
|‘from pole to pole, till judgment day.’
“ Since a few years after Balboa’s
discovery of the Isthmus of Panama—
for a long time called Darien—has
been the gateway for commerce
between the East and West and
between Pacific, South America and
Europe. The old city of Panama was
founded as the entry port on the

The Republic of Panama, which
was described in recent news dis
But the French dictionary gives patches as experiencing strained rela
another definition of the^word which tions with the neighboring republic
is not so complimentary; a robber. of Costa Rica over a disputed bound
It seems that in the Middle Ages there ary, is the subject of the following ;
were bands of marauders who had bulletin issued by the National Geog
their own methods of exacting toll raphic Society:
“ The Isthmus of Panama, which
from frequenters of the highways. If
now
almost exactly corresponds to
these unfortunate people did not con
tribute as much as the robbers the republic of Panama, has probably
thought reasonable they had a playful had as many thrills to the square
way of warming the victims' feet by , foot as any other section of the earth
building a fire under them which soon of similar size. They have ranged
overcame any unwillingness. As this from the ignoble to the noble, from
gentle practise antedates the steam- the drunken debaucheries of blood
engine by several centuries, the word, thirsty pirates as they sacked the
it will be seen, has almost a high prosperous cities of the country, to
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Almost ever/ day you come
across the man human enough
to believe he can outguess
the cut-price tag on “joblots,’ 'discontinued lines’’ and
"surplus ;d 'cks.”
H:s opposite is the hardpan car c \vner who sticks
yea:' in and year out to a
standard brand as the only
ra t' nnsu c?c r *?omy.
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Many will remember the scarcity
of U. S. Tires last year.
A hardship at the time, but a bene
fit now. There are no U. S. Tires to be
worked off—no accumulations— no
forced selling of any U. S. brand — no
shipping of tires from one part of the

m

country to another to

“find a market.*

92 U.S. Factory Branches.
share of U. S. Tires.
a broad, constant, even dis
tribution of U. S. Tires always going
on from these Branches to the dealer.
Buy a U. S. Tire anywhere
— in a community of500people
or even less—and you get a
fresh , live tire of current
production—with all the orig
inal service and mileage the
factory put into it.
The owner of a medium or
light-weight car stands on
equal ground with every other
car owner.
.Any United States Tire is a uni
versal full money’s worth—backed up
with a leadership policy of equal
quality, buying convenience and price
for everybod y .
There are
Each one gets its
There is

s d v L

" T h e d if fe r e n t
tire view s that
c o m e o u t in a
ctiunce ta lk ."

.. States Tires

W p buy your old stuff or we will exchange new
W atch our windows for bargains— we
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Rubber Company

Come n and get acquainted----------------

Lane Brothers

Cogan Block
Houlton

*

f

with new and second-hand Furniture of all kinds.

have ’em most every day.

Houlton Trust Co.

Mow you can measure
7

on Bangor Street— and are prepared to supply you

fo r oldL

m

U.S.

F T E N its surprising the number
of different tire views that come
; out in a chance talk at the curb or in
the leisure of a friend’s garage.

Threaded Kuabcr Battery.

That w e have purchased the business known as the

m
m

m.

tire value in 19 11

This trademark, stamped In red
on the case, identifies t'.e Willard

Remember--

m
m

Call at the Bank and let us S H O W
YOU

A famous tiro—nr:,! n
1.
/..'knovle.-lgcd among rnotoris and
CK.iors alike as tn ' v. old s foi
example of Ore! t r„> Oildim A!wavs oeh’ -enn." t';-' :
r*. ated
cconomv. tire after t::- . an t . -on
r st:*i^ ,.
Pmmt OMice.

Houlton, Maine

m
m
m

T H E U . S. R O Y A L C O R D

T n e s u i t' * * a r m : : n l trie
r nnstered ;•:< .
a 1:11 a

H. M. Cates & Son
Inc.

as necessary.

r

-antiquity, so that it is a far cry from
the lowly chauffeur of the Middle Ages
to the lordly autocrat of the modern
automobile. Be that as it may. some i
people claim to have found the same
strain running down the line and
cropping.out in the modern taxic ab-j
•driver.
j
“Chassis,” the next word on our
list, means a “frame” but is now taken
to mean the mechanical parts of the
car_ _all that remains when the body j
Is removed. It is now used in this
sense in French as well as in other
languages.
The word “ garage” means a rail
road siding, but as applied to automo
biles means a room or building where
cars are kept ready for use— a close
analogy, for the cars are switched off
the main line for the time being. It
jn not a storeroom or repair-shop, but
is similar to a liverystable. where j
your horse and rig are, or rather j
were, kept in proper condition, ready j
for immediate use when required.
The word “ tonneau,” applied to the
Tear seats, has apparently passed out |
o f use, altho it was once heard very
frequently. It merely means a tank
or cask. The gasoline tank is called '
a “tonneau” In French, and the rear
seats were called the tonneau because
the back of the car was almost cir
cular In outline. The French had a
circular cart which was called by the <
same name, and so it was naturally
applied to that part of an automobile
which looked like a cask. Of course,
the word was adopted in this country
as It sounded more automobilious.
You would hardly ask your lad y.
friends to “jump Into the tank.”
But the word “limousine” has the

better, by taking Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla.
I t is an all-the-year-round
medicine, good in all seasons.
It purifies, enriches and revitalizes
the blood, creates an appetite, aids
digestion, assists assimilation o f the
food you eat, and wonderfully builds
up the whole system. In many cases
it succeeds where other medicines
fail to do any good.
I f you need a mild effective cathar
tic, get Hood’s Pills.

Bangor Street—Hibbard Bros. Company—Cates Garage
Berry & Benn—Bangor Street

-1
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FAGS EIGHT

Mr. Wallace Lowell returned to
Allston, Mass. Saturday, after spend
ing his vacation with his parents,
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Lowell. Miss
Olesen, who has visited here a few
weeks, returned with him to her home
in Boston.

SURROUNDING TOWNS

Mrs. W. H. Johnson spent last
week in camp at Skiticook with the
Pathfinders, her Sabbath school class
of young ladies.
Mrs. Harriet Rhoda of Houlton and
Mrs. Elizabeth Rhoda of Westfield
visited with Mr. and Mrs. B. K.
Burleiyh one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Bragan, Mr.
Beecher Campbell and family and Mr.
Edwin Alexander spent Sunday in
New Limerick with Mr. Willie Kirvin
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Adams of Ludlow
and Mr. and Mrs. Faud Eastman
autoed to Bangor Saturday. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
William Dugan of Bangor.

before returning to her home in
HODCDON
Subscribers should bear in Gay
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Wesly Mason is spending a few
mind that all subscriptions are
weeks in Woodstock, N. B.
Mr. Charles Corey is making exten
payable in advance and the pa
LETTER B
Rugan of Houlton spent a sive repairs on his buildings.
per will be discontinued at ex fewMichael
Miss Millie Scott was the guest of
at Grand Lake last week.
piration. Notice of such expira here. days last week with relatives friends
Mr. Neal Quint of Millinocket was
Mrs. M. G. Carpenter was visiting
tion will be sent out the First of relatives
in Hodgdon one day last the guest of relatives here last week
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Quint are en
each month.
week.
Mrs. Georgia Gardiner is visiting tertaining guests from Massachusetts
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Royal are en
at the home of her son James at
Commencing Saturday, May Island
LITTLETON
tertaining guests from Providence, R
Falls.
7 th, the TIMES office' will close Mrs. George Carpenter went to Milo I.
Waldo Carmichael, who has been
Mrs. Mary Churchill of Houlton very ill with acute indigestion, is im
where she will be the guest
at noon every Saturday until ofThursday
was the guest of friends here recent proving.
her son B. F. Carpenter.
Sept. 3. Those having business Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Speed of ly.Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ingraham enjoy Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Woodworth on
Houlton were calling on Mrs. Fred
with the TIMES Publishing Co. Carpenter
ed an auto trip to St, Albans, Me. the birth of a son on July 6th.
on Thursday afternoon.
should bear this in mind.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Grant and
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Spellman and recently.
Mr. Stewart Herrin and his brother

daughter of Olean.New York, are
visiting relatives in Littleton and
vicinity.
Mrs. Mark Rideout Is 111.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Cksndler Farley Is 111 with a throat
Belyea was made happy on June 23rd
trouble.
by the arrival of a boy.
Chas. Cox of Monson Is stopping at
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lunn arrived
the hotel.
home from their wedding trip on Fri
J. F. Rosa returned home Tuesday
day and are at the home of David
to Bancor.
H Lunn where they will reside.
Miss Mabel Hall of Caribou is a
David Campbell and family, who j
guest of Ida Stackpole.
have been spending a week in town j
Moaaa Herrick of Washburn was at
with relatives, returned to their
Allen Boone's over Sunday.
home in Millinocket on Monday.
Mrs. B. R. Smith entertained friends
The next meeting of Littleton
from Dyer Brook last Saturday.
Grange will be held Tuesday evening,
Mrs. John Nelson is stopping in
July 19th. There will be a program
Melrooe, Mass, with Mrs. Fred Cook.
and the regular Harvest supper.
Fred Cook went Saturday evening
Chandler Harvey, editor of the Ft.
to Boston, called there by the serious
Fairfield Review and family, his i
illness of his wife.
sister Mrs. Alguire and Miss Emery J
A largo party went by auto to
of Ft. Fairfield are at their cottage
Nickerson Lake Friday and had a
on the M. E. camp ground spending 1
picnic dinner. Mrs. Asa Brad street
their annual vacation and will re
got up tho party in the interests of
main until the 18th of this month. ;
her music pupils.
There was not a very large attend
ance at Grange on Tuesday evening
owing to the celebration at Houlton
and the special services held at the
Rev. Clarence Kearney will preach
Baptist church. Harvey Elliott was
at the hall Sunday evening, July 24.
instructed in the first and second
Mr. Barle Hand is attending sum*
degrees. Mrs. C. B. Porter having
mar *school at Bay Path Institute,
R. W. McLeod and wife leave Tues
resigned the office of L. A. Steward,
LINNEUS
Springfield, Mass.
day for a month’s stay at St. Andrews.
Miss Grace W eller of Amherst,
Miss Lala Hall of Presque Isle is Lena Adams was elected for the re- I
Mrs. Fisher and son Carleton of
Mass, is spending her vacation with Presque Isle visited relatives here visiting her mother Mrs. Mary Hall. mainder of the year.
hor grandmother, Mrs. J. E Mersereau. Sunday.
Mrs. A. G. Byrenton of Smyrna
Miss Mary Mersereau, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Chambers of Hains- Mills visited with relatives here last
been Spending several months in ville were in town over Sunday, the week.
Amherst, Mass., returned home last guests of their daughter, Mrs. W. C.
Miss Willa Stewart has accepted
the position of cashier at Houlton
McLeod.
week.
O. L. Thompson, Byron Hand and
H. L. Good and wife with Mrs. Grange.
Money back without question
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
Hastings McGown enjoyed a fishing Minnie Verplast of Houlton, left Mon
Mrs. Jewett Adams and son Claud
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES
trip to North Lake the first of the day morning by auto for Portland are spending a few days in Houlton
(Hunt’s Salve and Soap), fail in
and the White Mountains for a two with relatives.
the treatment of Itch. Eczema,
wertc.
Ringworm, Tetter or other itch
Miss Bessie Tweedie of Providence, week’s trip.
Many friends of Mr. William Tyrell
ing ekin diseases. Try this
Jl. I., who has been spending a month
Mrs. Mattie Stanley returned from are sorry to hear of his severe ill
treatment at our risk.
with her sister Mrs. John Wiley, re Presque Isle Friday where she has ness in Ashland.
L. A. Barker & Co.. Oakfield, Maine
turned to her home Saturday.
Miss Clara Grant of Canterbury
been visiting a few days at the home
About fifty friends of Miss Bessie of her daughter, Mrs. F. W. Lowery. spent last week with her sister, Mrs.
Tweedie made a picnic supper for
Burnie Fletcher went to Portland ! Harry Stewart.
her at descent Park, Thursday. Wednesday to enter a hospital f o r ! Mr. and Mrs. John Neal of Man
Everyone enjoyed the bountiful sup treatment. He was operated on Fri chester, N. H. are visiting his sister
per and also the delightful spot of day and doing well. He was ac Mrs. Milton Bither.
Mrs. Edwin Sawyer and two chil
nature.
companied by Clifford Sharp.
There will be another Grange social dren visited with relatives in Houlton
and sale of ice cream and cake next several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kirvin spent
WEDNESDAY
Mr. James Egears is very ill at this Saturday evening at the Hall. This
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Willie
is
to
raise
money
to
furnish
the
din
writing.
U N C L E JOSH S I M P K I N S
Mrs. Blane Lincoln spent part of ing room and kitchen of the new hall. Kirvin in New Limerick.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Logan and
Everybody help.
“ IN W A Y
DOWN
EAST”
last week at Crescent Park.
The Grange held the regular meet mother and aunt of Houlton spent
Mlsa BlancheDuff attended the Sum
See
th
e
S
tre
e
t
P
a
ra
d
e
a
t
noon
mer school in Houlton last week*.. ing in the new hall Saturday evening. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Adm ission 35c, 50c and 75c plus ta x
Rev. Mr. Thompson will preach In Although It is in the rough and very Adams.
Rev. Alexander Henderson of the
the Union church next Sunday, July little as yet, to work with, there was
a good number present and four Maine Bible school spoke in the Union
Th u r s d a y
17.
n tf Nellie Boardman of Canter- instructed in the first and second church at Linneus Corner last Sun
JEAN PAIGE in “Black Beauty”
day morning.
buy is tbe guest of her sister, Mrs. degrees.
children spent last week with Mr.
and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty in Houlton. Judson have rented the garage at
Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens and daughter Hodgdon Mills.
Mr. Stephen Merritt and family of
Wildie and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Stevens spent Sunday at North Lake. Millinocket were guests of relatives
Mrs. Charles Chase and three here recently.
A great many from this town enjoy
children of Waterville are the guests
of her mother, Mrs. George Mitchell. the Band Concerts at Houlton on
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Carpenter, Mrs. Thursday evenings.
Aubrey Ingraham and Clifford Jones
George Carpenter and Mrs. Earl
Adams spent Wednesday afternoon are doing a very successful garage
with Mrs. Herbert Crawford in Little -1 business at Debec, N. B.
ton.
| Mr. Ephraine Drew and family en
Edmund Noonan of Boston, of the j joyed an auto trip in the southern
U. S. Navy, now stationed at Hamp- j part of the state recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Benn and Mr.
ton Roads, Virginia, was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick last |Cyrus Benn spent a few days in
W^^3Ik«
|I Fredericton, N. B. recently.
Friends of Mrs. Elmer Bragan w ill! Mr. L. F. Bishop and family of New
be sorry to hear that she was obliged ! Limerick were the guests of Mr. and
to submit to an operation for ap Mrs. Percy Perrigo Sunday.
pendicitis at the Madigan hospital on ; The Country Doctor will be present
ed soon by a cast of local talent,
Thursday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murray, Mrs. rehearsals for same are being held.
Sarah Winship of Houlton, and M r., The date will be announced next
and Mrs. George Scott and children week.
of Illinois were callers at the home i Prof. Petterson of R. C. I. will give
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Rugan on Thurs a musical entertainment at the Town
Hall on Friday evening. The ladies
day.
of the U. B. church will serve ice
cream.
,
MONTICELLO

BRIDGEWATER

LUDLOW

% ITCH !

Mrs. Effie S. Baxter of Fredericton
N. B., who was visiting at the home
of Mrs. John Totten in Littleton, died
very suddenly on July 7th. The
cause of her death was apoplexy.
The funeral services were held on
Friday at the home of John Totten
conducted by Rev. F. C. Hartley of
Houlton. The remains were taken to
Fredericton, N. B. for interment.
Prompt action by about 50 men
prevented the M. E. campmeeting
grounds from being burned on July
4th. The fire caught from sparks
from the B. & A. engine in the west
end of O. V. Jenkins’ farm and burned
over about three acres, destroying

June 25, 1921
Ora Gilpatrick, President.
Wilford Fullerton, Treasurei
James K. Plummer, Vice Pres.
H. H. Dyer, Asst. Treasure!
DIRECTORS Ora Gilpatrick, James K. Plummer, Samuel Lane, Geo.
A. Gorham, Geo. S. Gentle, Edwin L. Vail, E. E. Milliken, Delmont Emerson
James Archibald, Beecher Putnam, Frank A. Peabody, S. L. White, I. E.
Seavey, Chas. H. Fogg, Fred L. Putnam.
EXECUTIVE BOARD—Ora Gilpatrick, James K. Plummer, Samuel
Lane, Geo. A. Gorham, James Archibald.
Organized December 4, 1905.

ASSETS
Loans and discounts
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Overdrafts
United States securities
Stocks and bonds
Trust investments
Bank building
Due from banks and bankers
Furniture and fixtures
Cash on deposit
Cash on hand

*;.J» i

FRED F. LAWRENCE.
Bank Commissioner.

W hat Flavor?

daughters

Mrs.

MEW LIMERICK

Mrs. Mary Foster and her niece
Miss Elsie Seward are visiting rela
tive# In Stlckney, N. B.
Mrs. Harry Hatfield, who has been
visiting relatives in Gordonsville, N.
B. bee returned to her home here.
Ml*. Charles Bell of Cold Stream,
N. B. hat been a recent guest at the
boma of her brother, H. N. Kelley.
Mlae Alda Greeley, Miss Mildred
McDougal end Mr. Harold Campbell
of Houlton were Sunday guests at the
home of Mrs. Nettie Spain.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Smith, Leota
Bmfttfc, Forest Smith and Charlie
Smith enjoyed an auto trip to Woodstock and Hartland, N. B. Sunday.
The Mieses Petrea and W ilsa Fitz
patrick with their guest Miss Ada
Townsend of MUllnocket visited Mrs.
Albert' Hatfield Thursday afternoon.
• Mr. and Mrs. George Hoar, Percy
Boar, Mr. and Mrs. H N. Kelley and
family and Miss Alba Kierstead en
joyed a picnic supper at Grand Lake

No matter what you buy from
the Watkins Man, you can always
depend on real Watkins quality
—known for more than 50 years.
There are twenty million satisfied
users of Watkins products today.
11 pays to hold your orders for the
Watkins Man.

■il Vv/*Lai

Ask me to show you Wat
kins Extracts and Tube
Flavors.

A n unusually w ell selected cast p lays the
production, the fem in in e lead bein g p a r
ticu la rly b ea u tifu lly and gracefu l.
“ L a w of the B o rd e r” d. Screen M ag a zin e

Clarence

Libby and Mrs. Frank Lowery in
Houlton last week.
The Sunday school of this place feel
fftiy pleased over the students that
attended the summer school at R. C.
1., ae there were six who went and
all veeelTed their certificate but one.
All report it worth while.

HETHER it be Vanilla, or
Orange, or a flavor entirely
different, you can be sure of pleas
ing results when you use Watkins
Extracts or Tube Flavors. They
are absolutely the best*

FRIDAY

Mr?., and Mrs. Henry Speed and
Mr. end Mrs. Stover were the guests
of Mr. end Mrs. Maurice Duff one day
last week.
Mrs. Edward Henderson was visittag her

w

PARAMOUNT SPECIAL
“The Call of Youth”

■
'—W

W h y talk about Portland and the East? Right here
in good old Houlton you can find a place where
Cord Tires are Vulcanized with a solemn guarantee
given on the job. Bring in your Cord Tires and test
-------------------------- our challenge----------------------------

THE W ATKINS
RETAILER

SATURDAY

EILEEN PERCY in
“The Blushing Bride”
A five reel com edy dram a, full and ru n 
ning o v e r w ith m irth and humorous s itu 
ations.
Com edy— “ Jlggs in S o c ie ty ” and M u tt

$1,382,167.75
503,251.47
768.81
117,285.42
127,250.27
' 10,141.39
135,000.00
7,549.91
1,104.88
14,159.82
38,348.07
$2,337,027.79
$ 94,400.00
95,550.00
1,566.44
1,307,001.14
505,879.19
47,187.13
10,141.39
275,000.00
302.50
$2,337,027.79

LIABILITIES
Capital stock
Surplus
Undivided profits
Savings deposits
Demand deposits
Demand certificates of deposit
Trust department
Bills payable
Dividends unpaid

A fin e adaption fro m A n ne Sew als story o f !
a horse. “ B lack B ea u ty ” has been tra n s 
lated into e v e ry known language.
j
Com edy— “ F is ts and F o d d e r” and B u rton
H olm es T ra v e lo g u e .

MP90B »t Green Rwtf, N, B. last Fri-

L. A. Barker & Co.. Oakfield. Maine

HOULTON TRUST COMPANY, HOULTON

Tem ple T heatre

jgSMr Crane.
___ ma A Mrs. Benj. Duff and Mr. and
Mr.
Mrs. Maurice Duff were the guests of
relatives at Debec, N. B. Sunday.
Mrs. *Elias Egears and Viola Egears
vvepe tbe gueets of Mrs Alfred Hen-

ECZEMA

Money back without question
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES
(Hunt's Salve and Soap),fail in i
the treatment ofltch, Eczema,
Ringworm,Tetter orotherltcbin* skin disease*. Try thie
treatment at our risk.

Statement of the Condition
of the

Week of July 11,1921

EAST HODGDON

some growing spruce, pine and fir.
Teams hauled water and men watched
the fire until the danger was over.
The fire caught once across the road
near the camp grounds but was quick
ly extinguished.

LEO

T.

SPAIN

The Watkins Man
40

and Jeff.

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.
Rear Thomas Barber Shop

J. W . Skehan, Prop’r

^ W ^ A W A W iW V V V V W W lW W W W W W V V V V V V V V V V W V V V V W l

A b ird lik e d u s
makes a model husband

— Increase Your Potato Yield by Using —

W atson Monarch
T rip lex Sprayer
The Best Ever Made

HER NICE new husband.
* * •

STEPPED OUT of the house.
* * •

'w .

a

Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Smith motored
to Patton Tuesday, returning Thurs
day. They were accompanied to
Fatten by their nephew Mr. Forest
who was a week-end guest at
their home.
^ v .
Mm, Annie Bradbury, who has been
visiting her sister Mrs. Nettie Spain
for tho past two weeks, was a passen
ger an Tuesday afternoon’s train for
jto ip ir where she will visit her son

OR AN everyday thing.
• • •
LIKE A good drag.
f t *
ON ONE of those smokest*

WHISTLING LIKE a bird.
• • •
WHICH ALARMED young wife,
« • »
ESPECIALLY WHEN.
• f t
SHE FOUND she’d picked

THAT SATISFY.
* * *
WHICH CERTAINLY are.

THE WRONG package.

FOR MAKING men.

• • •

• • •

AND INSTEAD of oatmeal.
• * «
HAD GIVEN him birdseed.
• • •

BUT DON’T think from this.
• * •
THAT EVERY guy.
• * •
YOU HEAR whistling.
• • *
HAS NECESSARILY.

«

e *

• • ♦

THE REAL birdseed.
• • e
• • •

TRILL THEIR pipes for Joy.

• # •

SO LADIE8, if hubby.
• • e

GOES AWAY whistling.
« # »
YOU NEEDN’T worry.
* • •
ALL’S SWELL.

• • •

BEEN ROBBING the canary.

*/ ■'

• •

OTHER THINGS inspire.
* # •

50c

THE ALMOST human male.
• • •
TO BLOW through his lips.
• ♦ »

'5

S p u r -T ie
daaameteof those new. low/
nollera Ideal for soft collar* too.
9|i hpurtTle Ate onto either
TffikAw* any fussing—all tied
m reedy to slip right on. A
it g neckwear sensation.
Insist an SeslejM lM Nama SPUR
Tie
H IW M

A

POTTER

BOSTON. MASS.
■ jglu ra o f Bun Dog Suspsndsrs

Deubla Waar

High Pressure, Automatically Controlled, it

AND MAKE shrill noises.
* * *
A RAISE, for example.
* * *
OR A day off when.
* * •
A DOUBLE header Is on.

HEN you say that Ches
terfields “ satisfy,” you’re
whistling. You know— the in
stant you light one— that the
tobaccos in it are o f prime se
lection, both Turkish and Do
mestic.
And the blend— well,
you never tasted such smooth
ness and full-flavored body! No
wonder the “ satisfy-blend” is
kept secret. I t can’t be copied-

W

Did you know about thm
Chesterfield package o f 10?

reaches every part of the vine and is made
from the
........ .

best

of

materials.

Repairs

always on h an d.--------------------

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
Bridgewater, Maine

c i g a r e t t e s
L ig g e t t & M yers T o b a c c o C o .

SHIRE TOWN OF
AROOSTOOK COUNT!
VOL. LXI

CHIU) WELFARE
ANDBABYWEEK
A SUCCESS

HOULTON TIMES

AROOSTOOK

HOULTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JULY 20, 1921

GRANGE TO MEET
IN PORTLAND
Definite assurance that the annual
convention of the Maine State Grange
to be attended by about 3,000 Grangers
from every nook and corner of the
State, will be held in Portland, Dec- ;
ember 20, 21 and 22, was received by |

TRUNK LINE
HIGHWAYS IN
AROOSTOOK

SEVERAL CANDIDATES
FOR HIGHWAY BOARD

BIG RACE MEET
AT WOODSTOCK
JAST WEEK

TIMES

April 13,. 1860
To
December 27, 1916

No. 29
HOULTON TIMES
INCREASES ITS STAFF

The term of Phillip J. Deering of
On account of the policy of the
j Portland, as a member of the State
Houlton TIMES to give its readers
, Highway Commission will expire this
the best as well as the latest in the
j month, and he is a candidate for re“ news” of the week, this paper has
|appointment at the hands of Govsecured the services of Bernard E.
|ernor Baxter. Mr. Deering was a memEsters as a member of the reportorial
! her of the first highway commission to
staff and he has already entered upon
j be appointed that by the late Gover
his duties.
land from E. H. Libby of Auburn, sec
nor William T. Haines. The other
Mr. Esters is a Houlton boy who
N |ith cfs i i d Children
retary of the Maine State Grange.
two members appointed at that time,
graduated from Colby in June, having
Last year the convention was held i
------being Lyman H. Nelson of Portland
taken the Journalistic course while in
Woodstock’s race meeting of last
Saturday night closed the most In Bangor and two years ago the mem- i lu this state there are 1400 miles of and Col. William M. Ayer of Oakland.
■uc^aiafuh "Baby W eek" that Houlton hers of the grange went to Portland j Trunk Line laid out for eventual Mr. Nelson being the chairman. After |* €ek drf w thousands of patrons from fine po'sition offered*iTta^ith one of
construction, of which 740 has already a service of a few years, Mr. Nelson i ^ 8 and nearby towns and all who
has been privileged to know. In this for the anual session.
The publicity and conventions bu-! been constructed and there is now resigned as chairman, and now Mr. ! W€re fortanate in attending were the large dailies, but being in love
the' fourth annual week devoted to
with his home town he decided to
Child Welfare, real interest and reau of the Chamber of Commerce is j under process of building 160 miles, Nelson is a candidate for a place on 1air ply repaid as the different events
locate in Houlton and take up News
is of great value to the Jtjje commission. j furnished plenty of excitement, and
generous co-operation has been mani planning to extend ahearty welcome *a11 of which
paper work in which he is much
to the visiting Grangers the evening j towns and counties through which | other candidates for member of the • soine fast^ime was made considering
fest In a marked degree.
interested. During the last few weeks
|state Highway Commission are un-! t h < ' c°udition of the track,
Sunday, July 10, opened the week of December 19, and a reception is to j they are being built.
he has been doing some special work
Probably the two events
that
with fine sermons and remarks by be held in the City Hall Auditorium . At the present time there isa fine j derstood to be Stephen S. Bunker of
for the Pioneer and completed his
from j Augusta; Oliver S. Tarbox of Calais; 1elicited the most interest were the
pasters. at the different morning with an hour’s organ concert to be fol-; Piece of road all completed
work on Saturday, entering upon his
lowed
by
a
dance.
j
Island
Falls
through
the
Dyer
Brook
J j 0hn P. Webster of Bangor; Frank D. i 2.13 mixed race and the matched race
ser vices, and a wonderfully inspiring
new duties Monday morning.
I woods which with the excellent roads j Marshall of Portland; Alonzo Q. Mil-- ■between the two star Aroostook perand helpful evening union meeting in
Houlton is indeed fortunate to have
The second annual Field Day of the ! through Dyer Brook and Smyrna make ‘ ler of Auburn; Ernest F. Clason of formers for a thousand dollar purse,
Monument Park. The sacred music
its
young men stay at home and
Houlton to Lisbon; Bertrand G. McIntyre of Nor- anc on both the opening and closing
rendered by the Houlton Band, under Aroostook County Farm Bureau will j a fine highway from
grow up with the town, and the
very way. Hillard C. Schoppe of Bangor;da>s4the keenest interest
direction of Oscar Wilson, was excel be held in Whited G r o v e , Bridgewater,; Island Falls, and which is a
in the TIMES is to be congratulated in beFriday,
August
19.
The
program
will
j
valuable
asset
to
Houlton
as
well
as John C. Carains of Wells;
Albert L.j res jlf.s of these races was evident
lent. The presiding by Mr. Speed, the
ing able to secure the services of a
a great advantage to people living on j Kavanaugh of Lewiston; W. B. Phil
prayer by Mr. Hartley, and the en- be announced later.
I i the 2.12 event the horses were j young man of ability who has the
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Millar left these roads. Beyond Island Falls
freely for a generous collection by
and
Mr. Thompson were all ably handled, j the first of
beyond
while the address by Mr. Luce of theI port where they
ay
Methodist church was practically j ter Mrs. Jas
aluable
helpful and inspired parents to strive ! husband and family are spending a
for Rockland where she* will visit rel- “ Problem" and "Zont Q.” who finished ! asset to any newspaper in his chosen
from Island Falls and 6 miles of the atives for a few weeks.
to make their children physically,, month on the coast.
first and second respectively. Un- j avocation,
Sherman piece toward Silver Iiidge
mentally, morally and spiritually “fit" I
----------------for
unately Peter Setzer, who had |
------------ —
will probably commence next week
to be true American citizens.
! TEACHERS FOR
RIGHTLY NAMED THE
second
money
cinched,
was
dinstanced
J
FIRST
UNITED
BAPTIST
which will give another nice stretch
On Monday evening at the Temple (
HOULTON SCHOOLS beyond Island Falls, which with the
in
he
fourth
heat
thereby
disqualify
GARDEN OF MAINE
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
theatre instructive pictures on “ Child
ing him as a money getter.
The
following
teachers
have
signed
hirge
amount
ot
State
Aid
road
on
After
over
three months without an
W elfare” In general were shown, and j
Charles
Francis Anderson was ap
rI he other events of the* three days
a fine talk on the importance and ; contracts for positions in the public Silver Ridge will make-* some of th* extended rain and only a few show
pointed to act as president of the
program
furnished
plenty
of
exeitefinest stretches in Aroostook countv. ers in between, the last two weeks of
need of this work was given by Dr. schools for the coming fall:
United Baptist Christian EnNorth oi Houlton the road lias which the thermometer h o v e r e d me it. especially the 2.IS pacing event
High School— E. V. Perkins, princi
Mann.
of
the
closing,
which
required
six
I
(leavor
for the succeeding six months,
On Tuesday afternoon a big parade pal; M. Kathleen Young, assistant already been completed as lar as around ninety in the shade, a heavy thrilling heats to decide the winner • With the following committees to act
Littleton and then' is now under wind and shower visited this section
of baby carriages and children walk-1principal; S. R. Parks, Mrs. Mabel II.
and to advise when called upon,
construction about 8 miles through on Wednesday followed by another on wh ch was “ College Swift." who got
Ing bearing banners and flags, also j Rose, Louise Buzzell, Orrelle Gray,
j
President Charles Francis Anderson
the
final
3
heats
after
changing
Littleton and into Monticello, and Thursday afternoon about six o’clock
autos In the street marched to the ’ Alice J. Black, Carrie A. 'Wills, E.
,
Vice
Pres.
Miss Ruby Hawkins
drivers.
when this is done there will be nearly which developed into a rain which
High School building, where a most j Kathleen Goodhue. Mrs. Belle L.
Miss Ruby Hovey
rI he story of the big race is told by Sec y.
30 miles of Trunk Line from Houlton was very beneficial.
Interesting “Baby Show” was held Briggs, Mrs. Winnifred J. Arnold,
Troas.
Harold Campbell
J.
I).
Black
in
the
Gleaner
as
follows:
to Mars Hill in one piece. It was
This rain while a blessing is noth
with beautiful babies of all sizes and
Central Building—Austin R. Ham,
John R. Braden, 2.u3-4, now owned
expected by the Highway Commission ing more or less than what lias ocCommittees
description, and seventeen prizes were principal; Blanche H. Brown, Elnieda
that the piece between Mars Hill and ctired and is occurring every season by the Mooseleuk Club of Presque
| Prayer Meeting— Mrs. Carrie Mcawarded, the prizes contributed by j Thompson, Ruth Kerr, Katherine
Presque Isle would be started thL and it is what has made Aroostook Is b , Me., won from Calgary Earl. j Donald. Chairman.
local merchants, as follows:
'Cochrane in Junior High work; Doroseason but it will be impossible to county and has put it on the map and 2.o:%, owned by H. L. Powers of
Judges, Mrs. Fred Hall, Mrs. A. E. ; thy Lyons, Mrs. Jennie Whitcomb.
get this started before 1922, but when further goes to confirm the facts that Houlton, Me., in their first meeting j Missionary Com.—Bernard Patton,
Luce, Mrs. Stanley Rose.
! Mrs. Sarah Hone.
Chairman.
this last piece is completed the Trunk Aroostook county is the finest potato her? tody before between S.uimi and
Twins looking most alike— Dorothy
Lookout Com. - .Miss Ruby Hawkins,
Pleasant Street—Josephine Mulher- Line wiI1 (JX(end in a continuous raising section in the United States. , lb.cun people. It was the first of a
and Elizabeth Little of Littleton.
! series of matched races for purses ' chairman.
^
^
rin. Mrs. Etta Crawford, Isa Taber, strelch from Ludlow to Caribou.
While the dry spell has the effect of
Prize, bootees from Palmer s shoe Violet Campbell
In the vicinity of Presque Isle thf curtailing to a certain extent thf* hay of SI,duo and was the feature of the
Music Com.—Miss Bernice Hagerstore.
Blackest eyes— Arline Har-,
Longfellow—Ella Jude, Cartherine 3 town piece is being built consisting crop, yet in the raising of patatoes closing day of the Maine and New man. Chairman.
rick. Prize, book from Dunn Furni-!
I Wingate, Loretta Henzie, Marjorie of 9 miles in the towns of Presque with the constant hilling of the po- Brunswick Circuit meeting. The rival j
Services of this society will be held
ture Co. Bluett eyes— Frederick Far
j
Isle, tort 1-airfield and Limestone. tat() vines from the time when they ry between the two horses in their ’ each Sabbath evening in the church
rar. Prize, gold ring from Osgood’s. Mason.
respective towns attracted thousands ; vestry at 6 promptly. Services dur
Largest baby under six month*-—AI- i Fair Street Alice Porter, Clara ^ miles of which was built last year fijstcommence to show through the
of
people from Aroostook county, is ing the month of August will be conand
the
rest
is
now
under
construcP r iz e ,
baby Hussey, Nellie Callaghan, Laura M.
ground until they are beyond that
mon Packard Hunter,
Sutherland.
tion. On the river there is under stage the moisture by this method is well as from all over tin* Province to ; ducted at 7 till 8. one hour later as
pins from Perry’s. Largest baby
inak ' up the greatest crowd tha: ev* r there will he no evening service in
under one year, Paul McCready. Prize I Bowdoin Street- Bernice M Hen- construction 2% miles this year from conserved and a, dry spell does not
witnessed racing down east in mid the church during the month. We try
Fort
Kent
to
Frenehville
and
1%
miles
affect
them
as
much
as
some
other
talcum powder from French’s drug j nedy- Sula Rafford, Veta Astle, Doro
summer.
to make our meetings full of pep and
•tore.
Largest bafty
under two |t h y Weed, Carrie Hogan, Susie M. was built last season between Van crops. It is a very rare occasion when
T ie whole story of the rae.- was helpfulness. The meeting does not
Buren
and
Grand
Isle.
the potato crop fails in Aroostook and
yean — David Graham. Prize, baby’s j Traviss.
No matter where one goes in the the* up-to-date methods used in the pretty w e l l told in the opening heat, depend upon the leader wholly but up
Rural Schools— Cary’s Mills, Miss
swing from Houlton Furniture Co.
county this year tin* roads are better cultivation of this crop has much to when the pair of fast record pacers de on each and every member to be
Winnifred
Duplisea;
Niles.
Miss
Ida
Largest baby under three years—
veloped the greatest fight of speed present and remember his or her
than was ever known before and all do with the success attained.
Helen Lyder. Prize, bootees from Bos Shean; Callaghan, Miss Viola Carr;
ever
seen in this part of the country. • pledge.
of the tourists into Aroostook art* very
Whatever turn the weather takes it
ton shoe store. Longest eyelashes— Deasy, Mrs. Nina Taylor.
Ualgiry
Earl was a 3 to 2 favorite in 1
enthusiastic
over
the
fine
roads
which
Music—Miss Margaret Hanson.
always work out to advantage al
Miss .Marion McKinney attended the
Helen Traffort. Prize, half-hose from
the
hooks
and Mutuels for the opening i
the
county
has.
Physical Instructor—William
H
though the reason for such things can
Berry’s dry goods store. Curliest hair
World's Sixth Christian Endeavor
Notes
not always be understood and taken heat and in the auctions the Houlton Convention recently held in New
— Pearl Bernstein. Prize, baby pins Jennings.
A (lav's run from Houlton which as a w h o l e Aroostook county is a good mom. y had gone begging for takers at ; York. She reports that if one could
Manual
Training—Alvin
L.
Cotton.
from Gift Shop. Most hair (under six
The Domestic Science position is cannot bo surpassed is to go to Ratten place to live in and there is content even and also at $2h(i to $l.r>b. The j remember what they see and hear
months)— Margaret V. W o l v e r t o n .
track had been slow the previous two
or Sherman Mills thence a c r o s s ment and prosperity here.
what a lot they could bring back to
Prise, hot water bottle from Coch- j Still open.
days and the footing had. and when ;
to
Staeyville
and
Davidson
where
the
those at home.
ran’s drug store. Lightest hairHarry Nevers drew the pole for Cal- i
famous Summit Farms are located,
REPORT OF
Claude H. Adams. Prize, talcum pow- SEE THE RACES
Miss Bernice Hagerman and Bernard
gary Earl if was quite generally be
thence down through Grindstone to
der from Hanagan’s drug store. Dark- i
A T FREDERICTON, N. B. Medway and then cross the river at
TEAM’ S VISIT HERE lieved there would he little to the Patton have been attending the Sum
•it hair— Eleanor Hovey. Prize, toy
mer School of Religious Education
The next chapter in the Maine and Medway and go to Millinocket or else
Houlton base ball fans who have race.
dog from Borman’s. Most active baby
held at Ricker Institute during the
On
the
scoring,
however,
Calgary
’
— Eleanor Hovey
Prize toy from |New Brunswick Circuit racing will be go straight through to Matta.wamkeag been hoping for a game between H.
»,oir__FYdnees i held
Fredericton July 19, 20, 21. and back via Havnesville or return' H. S. and the Cambridge Latin school Earl icted badly and it took several i week
and rePor^ as ha\ing
,Bernstein’s
, ! L A m l . h - r W k I Y °u Will want to see ’em go.
via Lee Springfield and Danforth.
for (he N. K. , han-.plonship. had their « »re:( before they got away. The Karl received great help in leadership in
Lane. Prtoe, book from smltn a DOCK ,
............................
p ^ d Kelley, propritor of ihe Lil..-i«l. hopes revived ........ay last week by horse going free leged. broke and ran. i all branches of the church work.
See what they offer;
stove. Rosiest cheeks— Kenneth Gray.
House, makes a specialty of Sunday a letter purporting to be from the They got away on the fourth start,
If you do not attend any young
Calgary Earl, 2.02% and John R.
Prize, rubber diapers from Leighton
Braden
2
02%
in
matched
race
for
d*nners
and
last
Sunday
entertained
management
of
the
Massachusetts
when
Nevers
showed
a
disposition
to
peoples
service or organization, we
4k Feeley’s. Happiest baby—Geraldine
4
about fifty guests from Bangor and school, but upon a closer examination Ret away as long as Calgary Earl was invite you to join us in praise and
Baird. Prize, doll from Browne’s dry Barker House Special Purse.
song. I was glad when he said unto
other places, at as fine a dinner as one it was found to be an acceptance for on his stride. They shot away from
goods store.
Tuesday, July 19th
a game here July 23 by an
all-1 the wire on fairly even footing at a , me, “ Let us go into the House of the
could ask for.
Tuesday evening the “Health Cru
2.12 Trot and Pace— 8 entries, Purse
scholastic team which included fo/ir' terrifi: clip, with the Braden horse Lord.”
sade picture was shown, and Dr. $400.
of the “ Cantab” players.
I challenging all the way and fighting 1
--------------LITTLETON
CAJMP
MEETING
Dlcklson made a most impressive
2.18 Trot and Pace—16 entries,
Of course we are all interested in 1for the lead at the quarter in 30%, they <
ELIZABETH HOGAN
The Camp Meeting at. Littleton this
speech on the present low death rate Purse $400.
base ball here in Houlton, but no- raced that way with the Braden horse jThe numberless frjends of Elizabeth
year
will be held August 7-15. A fine
of children, due to education of the
2.27 Trot— 17 entries, Purse $400.
body can see just why we should play 'in hopples and going evenly on the H()gan (jaughter of the late Edward
program is being prepared. The Rev.
mothers in child care. He also voiced
an all star school team that has no ' outside to the half, where Driver W il- and Ellen (Callaghan) Hogan were
Wednesday, July 20th
James M. Gage, D. I). New England
a strong plea for the oiling of FoulFree-for-All—Calgary Earl, 2.02%, Secretary of the Council of Boards of representation. just for the fun of lard took the lead to the wire in 1.01% grieved to learn of her death, which
ton streets to keep down the garmand
John R. Braden, 2.02%.
Benevolence, will preach on Sunday.'"• " ' ,,stB mon,'y *° run “ baU • « » » ' * * * :noved 80 nk'ely ,hat ,ow realiZ' occurred at the Madigan Memorial
laden dust.
2.17
Trot— 7 entries, Purse $400. j the 7th and on F
Friday the 12 Bishop ! and wh<1" the (itizens are asked t0 ed how fast they were going’ but they hospital last Tuesday after an illness
Wednesday morning the weighing
>s. D. D. LL. D o f ' support a team in a championship soon slowed up a bit. although Nevers Qf fQur weeks> (luring which time
2.27 Pace—21 entries, Purse $400. j Edwin H. Hughes,
and measuring was begun in the
a’__ " .J ,,’
..u i same they have always come across took Calgary Earl on the outside on everything
,.
known to medical science
spacious rooms of the Commercial
Thursday, July 21st
the New England Area, will preach ! game
,
,
. ,
j with the necessary funds, hut In a the second time around and chal- and efficient nursing was done to pro
department, which rocuhs with the
entries, |twice.
j case like this nobody wants to pay lenged as they raced up the back long her life.
glass windows between the register
Puree $400.
! A l a r & e number of the ministers j a ( T O w d w h o a r e looking for a vaca- j stretch and then again coming home,
ing room and the doctors and nurses
Miss Hogan was a graduate of
2.20 Trot and Pace— 18 entries, j within the area of the Camp Meeting tion trip with no glory at stake. So |hut the Braden horse had the speed
room, are arranged like a modern city Purse $400.
Jwill be present and preach. Rians for the present we must he content j and won by a full length and a half Ricker Classical Institute and the
clinic. The registering and recording
Eastern State Normal School at Cas2.21 Trot—12 entries, Purse $400. are being made for special sessions with the championship of Maine.
: in 2.08%. This time is a new track
of weights and measures for the four
tine, Maine and was a teacher of wide
--------------|of the Sunday school, the \V. F. M. S.
__________
|record, equals the Fredericton track
mornings was done in a most efficient MORE ROOM NEEDED
experience.
and of the w. c. t . u .
THE
FARM
BUREAU
record of 2.08% made last year by
manner by a committee in charge of
Possessing a sweet and winning per
The singer and the evangelist will
' FOR TROTTING HORSES
Mrs. Mildred Dudley.
ANNUAL FIELD D A Y 1and
Peteris '’aren2 °7, of,hea St'
Johnslower
pater sonality she wras able to make friends
be announced later.
a quarter
second
On Thursday afternoon at the
The Fredericton Park Association
At a meeting of some of the Farm j than t le Maritime Provinces pacing easily and the rare faculty of retainCommunications in regard to board,
Temple theatre a fine program for last week made a formal application
Bureau members of Mars Hill. Tiles-1 record of 2.08% made at Chatham last
these friends,
rooms
and
cottages
should
be
address
mothers and children was carried to the Fredericton Exhibition manage
day evening, July 12, the following j year b\ Peter Faren. While the track
While teaching at Vanceboro, Maine
ed
to
Mr.
Ira
J.
Porter,
Houlton,
Maine
out. Th© Impressive and pleasing ment for the use of forty stalls on the
President of the ( ’amp Meeting Asso committees w’ere chosen to make here wTas a great improvement over R^e was ta^en ill and was unable to
pictures "Black Beauty” and Modern fair grounds adjoining the race track
arrangements for the Annual Field j what it had been the first two days, complete her term, and was brought
Health Crusade, with Instructive slides to take care of the overflow of horses ciation. The District. Superintendent,
the Rev. Thomas Whiteside. Bangor, Day of the Farm Bureau which will Uhe rai l being responsible for the immediately to Houlton and taken to
on Milk were shown, and a fine talk to be here for the circuit races on July
Maine, will he the leader of the meet be held in Whitehead Grove, Bridge- ' change in the footing, it was still not the Madigan Hospital w'here for a
given by the State Milk Inspector 19, 20, and 21. There are sixty-nine
water, Friday, August 19:
|a fast track when compared with time strong hopes for her recovery
ing.
stalls at the local track, but accom
Mr. Brooks Browne.
H. Adelman and Frank Shaw, Re-j some oi the other Provincial twice were entertained,
Thursday evening Mr.
Torsleff modations for 110 horses and their
'around i nd horsemen declared that on
The passing of Miss Hogan wfill
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall left Thurs freshment committee.
secretary of the Maine Baby Saving rigging must be provided, and horses
John Edmundsand A. C. Sylvester, j the Fredericton track the pair of fast bring the keenest regret to those who
day
for
an
auto
trip
through
Massa
Society, made a strong plea for “Sav like Calgary Earl, 2.02%, and John Ii.
Grounds committee.
{ record p icers would surely step next hnewr her most intimately.
chusetts and New York State.
ing the Babies,” following Instructive Braden, 2.02%, expect a suite, or
S. H. Hussey and County Agent |Wednesday in 2.07 or better.
She is survived by four sisters. ( arB. B. McIntyre, superintendent of
“room vfith bath.”—Gleaner.
slides on "Care of the Baby."
They got away the second heat on rh‘ and Martha of this town. Mrs.
Philbrick, Program committee and
the
Houlton
Water
Company,
was
call
Friday afternoon at the High School
the second score at a more moderate Charles D. Kelley of Vanceboro, Maine
ed to Presque Isle last week as an ex Advertising committee.
auditorium Bathing and Dressing the
Kenneth Waterall and Charles Fritz pert in solving the difficulties that
J. W. Coverdale, Secretary of the clip, but with Calgary Earl racing on ^ rs- Thomas McGillicuddy of LittleBaby and baby’s bed and -clothing
of Philadelphia arrived in town Sat
American Farm Bureau Federation, the outside of the Braden horse, but ton and ^w0 brothers Joseph and Alwere given by Mrs. Gordon Hagerman, urday for their annual vacation with the town is having in laying out a new
will
address the meeting. Other speak unable to reach him and the Presque bert.
Sewer system.
and the mixing of modified milk with
Isle pace: won again, this time in
Funeral services were held Frday
his aunt Mrs. Harry M. Briggs.
ers will be announced later.
cereal dilutent was Illustrated by
Vernon Saunders who is a student
2.11% by about the same margin as be- morning from St. Mary s church Rev.
Houlton streets and stores present at the Massachusetts School of Phar
Veta Astle and Katherine Wingate.
fore. Th 3 third heat for the first Fr. Silke officiating,
ed
a deserted appearance last Thurs macy in Boston and who is spending
The “S ib y Pen,” made by Vivian
Mrs. Walter Hess arrived home last three qua rters looked like the hardest
Work has commenced on the new
Voee, was shown, also home made and day afternoon, as most everybody in his vacation at home, is in Fort Fair- week for a visit with her parents Mr. race of the lot and the Earl horse's
this section went to Woodstock to field temporarily at the Fort Fairfield and Mrs. Geo. W. Richards, accom
concrete sidewalk to be built around
educational toys.
witness the matched race between Drug Store, during the vacation of panied by her sister Miss Frances chances neemed to be better than the County grounds on Court. Mili
Calgary Earl” and “John R. Braden.” some of the employees.
(Continued on page 4)
tary and Broadway streets.
Richards.
(Continued on page 4)
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practically the same as that of 1914.
ton forests and run the Washington the Governor to decide whether one special election on this question,
I in the State, who know the road buildWhen a business man pays out more mills—such an effort as Maine is get- shall be called or whether the matter would be to retain the present com
|lug game from A to Z, and who have
Established April 13, 1860
than he takes in he must in time be ling around to make. It does not “ just shall he allowed to lie over until t a* mission in office for about another
administered the affairs of tin- departcome a bankrupt. National bankrupt happen” that fruit from Florida and next general election, which will n it year, and* of course, there is always
ALL THE HOME NEWS
j merit impartially and without the
cy is repudiation, a thing not to be California is on Maine tables or that be held until the second Monday in the possibility that the people may de
Published every Wednesday morning
slightest taint of political corruption
tolerated by a great and proud people. hardwood flooring comes from the September, of next year.
cide that the present plan of adminis and us they saw it, absolutely for the
by the Times Publishing Co.
Nor would the Canadian people vote South to .Maine, which has areas of
According to the law, as quoted tering the affairs of the State high best interests of the State. While
for annexation to the United States, snendid hardwood as largo as the above the special election on th.s way department is the better one.
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
there may be a strong sentiment in
which is the second alternative. As whole of Massachusetts. .Maine mon question cannot be held for at least
If Governor Baxter does not call the certain sections against the members
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in various outlying municipalities be ey, like Maine youth, bus gone in a four months. This means not carlit r |special election the matter will be ot tin* present commis>ion. it must al
came extravagant spenders for civic big unending stream to other status. than November.
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
The complicii t ioa j voted upon in September, 1922. and if so. be realized timt they have a host
improvements and then flattered the It will he a great thing for that sta'e here is that the Legislature already
advance
j the people at that time desire a, change of powertul friends. Again, it must
pride of Montreal by annexing them of the new movement keeps more of has directed that a special eb*ctioi j it will mean that His Excellence will
Single copies five cents
be taken into consideration that every
s e l v e s to the greater city and letting both at homo and organizes them for shall he held on Monday,September 11
have to issue a proclamation to that I official who went through the war pe
Advertising rates based upon guaran it pay their debts, so there are those concerted, rather than individual ef of tin* present year, to vote upon the
effect, declaring the reside of the eleeJ riod had an (extremely hard row to
teed paid in advance circulation.
in Canada who would he willing pro- fort. Boston Herald.
three questions of transferring $2,5011,- tion, and thin- proceeding requires an! hot to keep down expenses and at the
----------------------------------- —---------“ |bably to let a wealthy neighbor ac000 of State highway bonds to a State- I additional Mo lays. This will mean ! same time give the people everything
Entcred at the Post Office at Houlton j
Dominion and assume its in-' HIGHWAY COMMISSION
aid highway fund; deciding upon the tmit tin* present highway conimis-ion ! they desired, and this was the case
for ciculation at second-class
AND THE REFERENDUM question of absentee voting, an act
! debtedness.
Annexation sentiment,
law will remain in force antil the mid-! with the present commission.
postal rates
A complicated situation has arisen
1however, tends to lessen rather than
particularly desired by the traveling die of October, 1922, at the earliest.
increase.
i as a result of the referendum which men of Maine; and the giving of a
The present Stale higowuy commis
All Subscription are DISCONTIN
The solution of the problem is more has been obtained referring to the bonus to the soldiers of the SpanishPROFESSIONAL CARDS
sion is composed of Phillip J. Leering,
UED at expiration
! population. The Star proposes that people the law passed by the last LegAmerican war.
of Portland, whose term (expires on the
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
Canada shall take advantage of the islature abolishing the present partIf a special election were called by 19th of this month; Frank A. Peabody,
opportunity presented by the present time highway commission and estabBUZZELL’S
A MAN'S JOB
Governor Baxter on the full-time high of Houlton, whose term ends on July
LICENSED EMBALMER AND
“A man’s job is his best friend. It Ameriean policy of restricted immigra- lishing in its place a full-time com- way commission matter, it could not
19, 1922 and Col. William M. Ayer, of
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
clothes and feeds his wife and chil tion. Canada seeks these immigrants, mission composed of three men ro- he held as previously stated, in con
Oakland,
the present chairman, w h o s e
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
dren, pays the rent, takes him and If the Dominion can induce the new- ceiving full-time pay. Had the moa- nection with the other one, and this
term, under the present law, does not
his family to the theatre, gives them I comers who may seek her ports to ' sure enacted by the last Legislature would mean two elections in Maine in
emd until July 19, 1J2T Both Mr.
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
all a few weeks’ vacation, supplies forthwith move on from the cities in- prevailed, the present commission one Fall. The principal objection to
Deering and Mr. Ayer have Fteen on
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
to
the
great
open
spaces
whose
possiwould
have
been
automatically
legisthem with the wherewithal to develop
this is that it puts the State to a very the commission since its establish
bilities
are
as
vast
as
were
those
of
lated
out
of
office
on
January
1st,
of
and become cultivated, and holds a
129 Main St. Houlton, Ms.
great expense for special elections not ment? and Mr. Peabody has been on it
gun at Old Man Want. It is like a our own great West not many years next year, and the new commission only cost it a large amount of money
all of the time since the resignation of
little garden that thrives on love. ago, and can put her immigrants t o , would have taken its place. This is but the cities and towns as well.
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
its first chairman, Lyman H. Nelson
The more Intelligently he cares for it, work in the transmuting of her enor- still possible, but. on the other hand,
Governor Baxter has it in his power of Portland.
A
l
l
o
f
i
t
s
m
e
mDENTIST
the more he does to improve it, the mous latent resources into market is believed unlikely in view of com- either to call the second special elec
bers are men of the highest standing
Fogg
Block
plications
involved,
able
wealth,
her
financial
difficulty
store it is on his mind, engages his af
tion during the coming Full or Winter, ,
i Section 17, of Article 31, of the
fections and his beqjt thought, and will be solved.
or else allow it to go over to the next
amendments to the Constitution of
gives him pleasure, the stronger the
regular election which will be held on
I Maine, and entitled “ Proceedings for
BOOMING MAINE
probability that It will one day flow
the second Monday of September, in
They are holding “Boom Maine” i referendum,” after explaining how it
er into fruit worth while for him and
1922. It would seem that, in view of
meetings
in various parts of the Pine is possible, upon written petition of
his to enjoy. Every normal wants to
the great cost to theState and the vast
be successful. And if you ask any Tree state. The movement is an out not less than 1(M)00 electors,, to sub amount of labor consequent upon two
successful man the reason for his growth of the recent celebration of mit to the peopfe any measure which electrons being held within such a
making good he will tell you that first the centenary of Maine statehood. has been passed by the previous Leg short time of each other, the Gover
and foremost it Is because he likes his The State Chamber of Commerce, the islature states that, “ As soon as it nor would decide it best to lot the
his work; indeed, he loves it. His Agricultural League, the eight Rotary appears that the effect of any act. bill, highway commission matter rest until
whole heart and soul are wrapped up Clubs, the State Grange, local Cham resolve, or resolution or part or parts the general" election' a little over a
Jn It. His whole physical and mental bers of Commerce, Women’s Clubs and thereof, has been suspended by peti year hence
energies are focused on it. He eats other organizations are co-operating tion in manner aforesaid, the Gover
The full-time highway commission
his work, sleeps his work; he is en- in these meetings, where live speak nor by public proclamation shall give bill, as passed by the Legislature,
trely inseparable from his work—and ers are making plain Maine problems notice thereof and of the tinn when called for the abolishing of the pres
that Is the way every man worth his and offering definite .suggestions for such measure is to be v.oted on by the* ent commission on January I, of next
ealt ought to be if he wants to make the framing of a policy for developing people, which shall be at the next gen- year, and the establishing of a new
of his work what it should be, and the resources of the st*te, and, in eral election not less than HO days af one. The effect of the' referendum, if
make of himself what he wants to be.” general, for bringing about better ter such proclamation, or ria case of no' Governor Baxter decided not to hold a
team work among Maine people and general electron within six months
CUBA FOR ECONOMY
organizations for the common wel thereafter, the Governor m.*v, and if
Th« quietude attending the inau fare.
so requested in such written petitions
ONCE USED— ALWAYS USED
guration of Alfredo Zayas as Presi
Maine has contributed mightily to therefor, shall <wrier such measure
dent of Cuba and the smoothness the boosting of the country as a whole submitted to the people at <r. special
= 7 l
with which his administration has and especially to the development of election not less than four nor more
been established are of good augury states and localities at a distance, but than six months after his proclama
lor a period of rest from political it has been peculiarly backward In tion thereof."
turmoil. Though the elections were waking up to the desirability of boom
In view of the fact that the petition
lought bitterly, their results are ing Itself. It has been particularly presented for u referendum m tie*
accepted without question, it being backward in developing the spirit of full-time highway commission bill
generally admitted that the regula co-operation that frames state policies does no request that a special ejection
tions made by Gen. Crowder insured and pushes state products into the foe held, it is left to the discretion of
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fair play to all parties. So Congress markets of the world. To be surf*,
vfwMittrmuiworT
has assembled in a good humor and something of that spirit has helped
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
listened patiently to the ambitious along the tourist Inrsinesw until the
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program of legislation proposed by entertainment of vacationists is one
C orrected to June- 27, 1921
President Zayas. It marks out a j 0j> Maine’s leading industries.
But
T r a in s Daily Except Sunday
larger task than can be performed in j -^hy not a reaJ program for Maine anEastern S tandard Time
“ T h e r e ’s
a
R e a s o n
one session. Several of the questions Jrjcuitural development ’ As it is now.
From H O U LT O N
irch
Used, as cold water or <•-«>ked
wHl Involve prolonged discussion b e -N jajne imports three-fiurths or non*
with evuailv gnoc result:
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fore they can be settled. The project- (q- ajj tqat it eats. Though one of tin
Made
[•'Mred constitutional reforms are too im- beststates for apple-growing n the
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full deliberation. It m
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j nent by co-opera ■live ente I’prisc- <>f rk.**
that Cuba is asked to prohibit
! grower:; in that far regi om 'P
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term—though the second term
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concluded by Gen. Menocal cannot be ! it s lent,
comes irom Wisi amin
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country. There may have been some one of its purely a^ricnlfi va i co) 'je.nn
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thought of the possible election of ities last year, though m part <■V ! in
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Gen. Gomez, but for the present he j world is better ao’apferi 'o !• i’
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■ 1So a. it Vi m ;m v
has retired from trouble-making and |beans than Maine
courteously wished success to the Jother food produces'.
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i In other lines i ; is 'In* same
new President’s administration.
:i n>i F.,rf F;i i i ' l i -in
i . in. r'f‘a l m e f ■r i ml.
Striking as the lawmaking program Even now the Marne Cen tral ra iron it
nl 1.r .-ct.\
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is, it must yield first place in public is putting in new lies ot Dong! m. fir
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tatention to the project for the reduc from the state of 'Washin mom tf lon g!.
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tion of government expenditure. It government experiments have ;
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seems scarcely credible that the bud that birch, beech and maple (irs. c m i to Foo ■ F-.-imo
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Fir m ' »r.
get for the fiscal year beginning July which Maine court sioqv.y m vast
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1 can be reduced from a total of ap quantities, are superior to I)< Mglas
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proximately $136 ,000,000 to between fir. It does not “just happen" that
I.
me. t*r <’ •nipM' itr* in <»n -’ at
*$60,000,000 and $60,000,000 without the fir from Washington has tVn 'call. l l l i " t• • I.'omr, -.1
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Impairing the public service. If this It is the result of organized ffort
,i i1
Aio*nt, Bangor, Maine.
can be done, the estimates of the among those who own the Washingpreceding administration must have
been extravagant and there will be a
host of office-holders to remove.
President Zayas is evidently in earnest regarding this adventure in
economy. He would cut down the
appropriations for every department
of the government except that of
education, and he comes right to the
point of the whole proposal when he
asks that Congress, if it does not care
to undertake the onerous task of revi
sion. authorize him to put into ef
fect the budget of 1918-19. which calls
for expenditures of about $64,000,000.
.After th*t, he estimates, the republic
could have a surplus of more than
$6,000,000. Surely this should be put
to the test. Its achievement would
mean a saving to the country of more
than $70,000,000 in a single year.
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T h o u san d s
show you the way
Increasing numbers of people
who could not or should not
drink coffee and w ho were
on the lookout for something
to take its place have found
complete satisfaction in.

Instant Postum
Postum has a smooth, rich
flavor that meets every re
quirement o f a m eal-tim e
beverage, and it is free from
any h arm fu l elem ent.

Economical-Made Quickly

Makes Ironing Easy

by Postum Cereal Company,Inc.
Battle Creek, M ichigan.

ELASTIC STARCH

HE remarkably low price of the
New Light-Six is due to quan
tity production, low overhead, small
profit per car and the fact that it is
completely manufactured by Studebaker in the newest and most mod
ern automobile plant in the world.

T

CANADA’S TRILEMMA
Canada today must make choice
among three alternatives for the so
lution Of the financial problem the
Dominion inherits from the world war.
The Montreal Star states the three in
so many word*—Repudiation, Annex
ation or Population.
Before the war Canada’s debt was a
-halt-billion.; her federal debt today
is more than three billions. Then Caada paid each year interest in the
amount of eleven millions, and “usu
ally had to borrow the money to do
that.” Her Interest charges today
“run in the neighborhood of ninety
millions, and in spite of crushing tax
ation which almost cripples business,
‘“atill must float new loans to
nay the interest on the old one.’ This
■situation is complicated further by
■what the Star calls “the astounding
adventure of our politicians into rail
way management.” Just lately the
Dominion voted the Grand Trunk a
loan of $89,000,000, and there was a
large railway deficit coming over from
last year. Thus the problem is the
carrying tf this hugely increased fin
ancial obUgation by a population

This is a Studebaker Year

Hand & Harrington
69 M ain Street

NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS
f. o. b. Factories, effmetivm June let, 1921

Touring Caro anti Raa d ittr t

Coupoo and Sodano

LIGHT-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER........................... $1300
LIGHT-SIX TOURING C A R ................................... 1335
SPECIAL SIX 2 PASS. ROADSTER........................ 1585
SPECIAL-SIX TOURING C A R ................................ 1635
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. ROADSTER....................... 1635
BIG-SIX TOURING C A R ......................................... 1985

LIGHT-SIX 2-PASS. COUPE ROADSTER...............$1695
U GH T-SiX 5-PASS. SE D A N .................................. 1995
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. C O U PE ............................... 2450
SPECIAL-SIX 5-PASS. SE D A N ............................... 2550
BIG-SIX 4-PASS. C O UPE....................................... 2850
BIG-SIX 7 PASS. SEDAN....................................... 2950
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hostile to the soviets will account for eastern Europe. Teutonic influence
them and will, at the same time, in is certain to be predominant in
revenge for the humiliations of the Russia following the establishment of
church,
inaugurate
the bloodiest order, he feels, and German Poland,
Fred J. Leitch of Belfast, brirfgs
including the Danzig corridor and
pogroms
the
world
has
ever seen.
back from an extensive tour through
But after that, they say, what? Upper Silesia are destined to return
Germany and into the newly hatched
states of Lithuania, Letvia and Es- What coalescing force will be able to to the fatherland.
thonia, observations and conclusions mold the incredibly ignorant moujik
A RARE EVENT
as to present conditions and future and the hundreds of antagonistic races
developments in northeastern Eu into a unit unless it employs the an
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Powers of
rope which differ radically from cient spirit of devotion for the im Powersville, in the town of Chapman,
those generally current in this coun perial house and religion? The event celebrated their golden wedding an
niversary Monday, July Fourth.
ual solution, these people believe, lies
try.
The event was made the occasion
H i s ideas carry special weight be- only in the recall of the Romanoffs, of an impressive service in the form
cause, as managing partner of D. D ., an event probably impossible in this of a Solemn High Mass, which began
at 9 o'clock a. m. at the church of
Leitch ft Son, perhaps the largest generation.
the Nativity, of which church Mr.
growers of flax in the world, he has
P red lets Flax Famine
and Mrs. Powers are devout follow
repeatedly visited Russia,
where
As a result ©f his trip, Mr. Leitch ers.
lour-flfths of all the fibre flax is makes one prophesy that will carry
The decorations, which were elab
raised, and has met and learned to widespread dibmay to housewives. Be orate, were in keeping with the occa
know intimately Russians from every ginning with 1922, and lasting for at sion, and both the decorations and
the features and many incidents of
class. He has gossiped with peasants, least four years, there will be a flax the event served to emphasize
its
consulted with mill owners, traded famine incomparably more severe solemnity.
with the co-operative societies, negoti- than the shortage during the war.
The celebrant of the Mass was Mr.
ated with bankers and, consequently, j The Russian crop, which approxi- Finn of Ft. Fairfield; the Deacon
has acquired an understanding of Jmates four-fifths of the world’s supply was Father Hayes, and the Sub-dea
con was Father McConville of St.
conditions as thorough as it is broad. I is shut off, and as all efforts to introMary’s 'College, Van Buren.
duce
flax
culture
into
the
south
of
Germans Scowl at Francs
In the unavoidable absence of Fr.
Like most Irishmen, Mr. Leitch is Ireland have failed, there is nothing Dugal of Drummond, N. B., who was
to deliver the sermon, that part of
an excellent talker. Calling on him to take its place.
The Baltic states, he finds, can only the service was impressively per
at the B% A. A., where he is stopping
formed by Fr. Hayes, who took for
temporarily, the reporter found him produce 20,000 tons of the 400,000 tons his text the words, “ What God hath
In the Turkish bath, where, draping |that normally came from Russia, and joined together, let no man put assunhimself in a towel, he began to tell : he says that the statements of Krassin der.” The speaker pointed out how
of hi* trip. When, »t the end of two j Lenine's commercial agent, to the
S ifS A h S l?
hours, Mr. Leitch and The Herald man ( effect that the Soviets were holding long married life had fulfilled all
looked around, they discovered that a ; immense stores of fibre, are proven that God required or enjoined regard
doxen members, dressed for the most j false by the fact that after sending ing this sacred relation.
Mrs. Perley Mitchell sang the hymn
part au naturel, had gathered about I iooo tons of flax to Reval for shipment,
Jerusalem,
and Mrs. Caroline Willett
and were listening Intently to the in- ’■they were forced to recall it for their
sang Lead Kindly Light. ,
terview.
|own use. They also have been buvOf the twelve* children that have
In crossing Germany this time, Mr. i Ing large quantities of fibre linseed blessed the union, all but one who
Leitch s a y s , three things impressed j for planting from Latvia and Lith- died in infancy were privileged to
be present, and added to the chil
him: The feverish energy of the busi-; uania.
dren were twenty-seven grandchilness men, the complete effacement o f ;
Germany to Dominate Russia
dren.
a l l s i g n s of war In the East Prussian ; Mr. Leitch declares, after close
Among the children present was
villages touched by the Russian in-! study on the spot, that the only a daughter, Anna, who entered tin*
vasion, and the courteous, almost j feasible method of resuming corn- order of The Good Shepherd, fifteen
years ago, and was present by per
cordial, treatment of traveling Britons. 1mercial relations with Russia under mission received from Cardinal Be
He noticed, at the same time, that the existing regime is to create a gin, who sent from Quebec a special
Frenchmen were met either w ith ! central clearing house, Avhich shall telegram to the pubilarians, wishing
scowls, or were entirely ignored. The ; -work hand in hand with the co- them joy and many more wedding
anniversaries.
man In the street was well dressed, operative societies to establish a
After the ceremony the party drove
even to his shoes, which were made system of barter through their 5n,noo to the
Powers homestead farm,
out of real leather, and he saw none , branches. Attempts to do business where S5 of the members of the fam
of the wartime paper garments.
with individuals has almost invariably ily and others participating in the
event, sat down to a very sumptuous
He entered Lithuania over well-kept ’ proved a failure, because? as soon as wedding breakfast. A feature of this
breakfast was a mamimuh wedding
roads which, he declares. were fully they receive the first payment tin
cake, with fifty burning candles, which
as good as the main lines leading to usually abscond into the interior.
were extinguished by Mr. Powers,
Pie returned with two vivid impres after which the cake was cut by tin*
Boston, and to his surprise, and
contrary to reports, found that, far sions of tne situation as a whole: bride of fifty years ago.
Following the breakfast all went
from starving, the country was teem First, that only a dictatorship, suiting with food. “As a matter of fact,’’ ported by a popular assembly and a out into one of tin* smooth and fer
tile fields of the farm, and joining
he said, "food is more plentiful there second chamber could adequately hands in ode great einde. sang
than in any other part of the continent j govern Russia and that Germany was "Should Audi Acquaintance Be For
and probably than in America. In th© country of the future in north- got," thus bringing to a close a very
days of automobiling or on trains I
was literally never out of sight of
herds of cattle or flocks of sheep or

PREDICTS 4-YEAR
FAMINE IN FLAX

goats.
"In the little town of Parewieh
Shawli 1 noticed, a curious example
of the communism which has probably
existed there for a thousand years.
The cattle belonging to various local
farmers were herded to the village
square In the early morning,
and.
chaperoned by a small boy, were
driven to the common grazing grounds
tor the day. In the evening they
were brought back to the square
where each animal, undirected, im
mediately started on a run for its own
particular quarters.
“I visited many village market
places before breakfast, always ex
cellent gauges of food conditions, and
saw that they were fairly glutted with
butter, eggs, milk, cheese, and even
beef and bacon. The answer is, of
course, that being lands of peasant
fanners, with no large cities, Lithu
ania, Letvia and Esthonia have been
unable to dispose of their surplus
stocks as they did before the war and
are therefore overflowing with comes
tibles, if not with wealth."
Hatred for Poland
The continued existence of these
small countries as self-governing na
tions, he believes, is entirely de
pendent on the recovery of Russia
They bar her from the Baltic, and he
feels certain that the re-establishment
at Moscow or Petrograd of a potent
central government, supported by all
factions, inevitably means that de
struction of any obstacle that inter
feres with the free resumption of
trade with the west. Out there the
position of Poland is thought to be
even more precarious. Hated by her
neighbors as an overbearing swash
buckler, and incompetent and corrupt
internally, her first sign of serious
weakness, or the withdrawal of French
favor, will be the signal for a general
attack on her frontiers.
As for Russia herself, he found that
along the soviet borders the feeling
of those in closest touch with the
progress of events, including many
of the thousands of refugees who are
living in abject poverty, was deeply
peoaimlstlc. The fall of Lenine and
Trotsky in the ruins of bolshevism
has already been discounted, as it is
considered certain that the undermin
ing tactics of the Greek church and
the 170,000,000 peasants and nomads

DON’T
DESPAIR
Sf you a n troubled with peine or
ochee; feel tired; have headachy
iodigeetion, insomnia; painful pass
age of urine, you will find relief in

GOLDMEML
f k « w o r ld s s ta n d a r d r a m a d y f o r k id n a y ,
B o a r , M a d d a r a n d uric a d d t r o u b l e s a n d
1o f H o l l a n d t i n e a 1690.
>oil d r u g g i s t s . G u a r a n t a a d .
. G a M M a d a la o o r a n r h a n
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beautiful and impressive memorial
event.
The names of the children present
were; Mrs. Helen Powers Thibodeau
of Houlton and son William Henry;
Nelson Powers and stepchildren;
Dennis, Alma, Laura and Mary Mi
chaud; Mrs. Marie Powers Baker and
children, Hubert, Charlotte, John and
Thomas Jr.; Philonese Powers Cur
rier and children, Thomas, John,
Peter, Leona, Yvonne, Annie, Ralph,
Lionel, Loretta and Laurence; John
Powers and an adopted son, William
Olsen Powers; Marguerite Powers
(single), Pat Powers and children,
Thomas, Llewellyn, Edmund, Janies
Justine and Peter; Peter Powers Jr.
and children, Celia, Paul, Helen and
Mary Ann; Annie Powers, a nun in
the order of the Good Shepherd;
Dennis Powers and Rose Powers
(single-. Mr. Peter Powers was born
on Aug. 15th, 1852, of Irish parents
who came to Canada to escape the
English persecution in their native
land. Mrs1. Peter Powers (Miss Mil
dred Desgardins) was born April 80,
1854, the daughter of Nelson Desgar
dins, Acadian refugees from Grand
Pre, They were married in Grand
Falls on July 3, 1871. by Rev. Fr.
O’Leary. The bridesgroom was Mr.
Peter Levesque, and the bridesmaid
was Margarette Beaulieu.
Both Mr. and .Mrs. Powers are
among the most worthy people in our
community, and as a result of their
frigal and industrious lives they are
prosperous, and are fortunate in hav
ing a number of their children happi
ly settled in homes of their own on
adjoining farms.—Star-Herald.

plaster spring up in every direction,
and serve as tables and dressers. In
the andarum, or women’s part, all the
windows are of stained glass, through
which the sunlight enters and casts
charming colored reflections on the
snowy interior. No chairs are requir
ed, because orientals sit on the floor,
while everywhere the Persian lady
goes she takes with her as part of her
luggage, a thin mattress stuffed with
cotton, on which she can repose eith
er by night or day.
Ai there is no furniture, sweeping
andc listing are unknown in the Persi
an home. Also the laundry is not ser
ious for women wear the same clothes
to sleep in as they do when up. These
are changed once a month, when the
lady attends the public bath, the
Ham in, accompanied by a maid, who
carries her clean garments on a tray.
Here she is scrubbed from head to

foot with pumice stone (soap is un
known), her eyes are blackened with
indigo and her hair, and also the plams
of her hands and the soles of her
feet, are dyed red with henna.
The hair of the Persian woman is
her great beauty, and is usually long
enough to sit upon. From early child
hood it is closely plaited with white
cotton, which is supposed to give it
a downward tendency and made it
grow.
When a Persian lady goes abroad
she wears wide trousers of bright
grass-green silk over her scanty in
door clothes, and Is closely veiled. No
man may look upon her and she might
be a jewel in a casket too precious to
be worn in public. No wonder some
of the better educated women are be
ginning to rebel against the restric
tions which have imprisoned them for
centuries in indolence and inertia.
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Canadian Pacific Rockies

WOMEN OF PERSIA

Peaks that penetrate the clouds —
valleys as lovely as Eden—iridescent
glaciers melting into wonderful water
falls and rushing mountain streams
full of gamy trout.

RESENT IDLE LIFE
To study the simple life in perfec
tion one ought to go to Persia, w h e r e
no furniture is used in the house. The
inside walls art* covered with fine
white plaster decorated with lovely
moldings, and little arches of white

The Trip of a Lifetime

500 miles of A lpine scenery from
Victoria, B. C. to Banff, with hotels,
chalets, or bungalow camps at nine
entrancing centers.

Canadian Pacific Railway
For full particulars write,
N.

R.

DESBRISAY

District Passenger Agent
ST. J O H N ,

N. B.

In packages of 10 Cigars each

H ave It Done Right
the First Time
D o n ’t let guess w ork and verbal promiser decide you r choice o f

Lightning Rods

Houlton Savings-Ba n k

-----------------Investigate-----------------

L ea rn — W h y the C. B. F. R. C op p er C o vered Rod, w ith its famous, paten t
ed, D o ve

T a il ^Coupling, should be the

Ligh tn in g

Rod

o f you r choice

^H bULTON , MAIN,E‘
In teresting Facts on
L igh tn in g R ods— No. 1
T h e C. B. F. R. L igh tn in g R o d — IS HOT? D IP P E D
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A rtic le No. 2 w ill be published shortly
W a tch fo r it

write us.

H ood Rubber Products Co., Inc.
Watertown, Massachusetts.
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"With Klaykorts I can play a half dozen sets, and feel it
less than I used to feel three, because my feet don’t hurt in
them. I play a faster game. There isn’t a better tennis shoe
made.**
Hood Klaykorts combine lightness with strength, and
the patented Kendex insole and thick felt cushion keep the
hard court from tiring or burning the feet. N o other shoe
of any kind combines equal wearing qualities with the ease
and die sense of quick, sure action ot the Hood Klaykort.
Many also prefer Klaykorts for general outdoor summer
wear.
c Ask your dealer or

ANY

to

T h e C. B. F. R., C o p p er C o vered R o d not only o ffe r s you the greatest p ro
tection, but the endurance and resistance o f the C. B. F. R. R o d to the
ra va ges o f tim e and the elem ents, has set a standard o f qu ality and service
not yet surpassed or obtained by any com p etitive L igh tn in g R od
Estim ate o f the cost o f roddin g you r building with the original C ole
Brothers Franklin R od ch eerfu lly given w ithout obligation

WURKSHU

Big men and little men want |jF’ Here is the shoe for hard work
sport trimming on their
or hard play. Extra strong construction, heavy mail bag duck
shoes. The Sportshu is red trim'
med, red currugated sole — a uppers, gray tire-tread soles,
Hood patented pneumatic heels.
splendid shoe at a moderate
price. And how the little folks Buy them tor the children and
yourself, and see how rested you
like their looks. Ask for Hood ,wifl feel at night, and how much
Sportshu.
(you save on footwear.

S .

C .

31 Spring Street

S h e a
Houlton, M ain e

Licensed R ep resen tative fo r the
Miller
St. Louis

L i g!h t n i n g R o d
Established 1866

Company
Missouri
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PAQB FOUR

“ Two-thirds cannot understand the “ Fine,” he replied; “ they never found
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
American language. Thirteen percent it out on me.”
W
h
y
pay big prices for Diamonds Office rooms'for rent in Houlton T ru s t
of the Indians are afflicted with tuber
Named Race.
Purse $200
wl
while
Osgood is m business. See Co. building
(Ended by rain at close of 3rd heat) culosis, and 80,000 suffer from tracho
Inquire Houlton Trust
him.
Co.
227
ma.
Three
out
every
five
Indian
chil
Sis Peters, blk m, by Peter
1 1
Amateur finishing and developing 35c
FOR SALE
dren die before the age of five years.
Benarion (Stewart)
(Continued from page 1)
per roll, t> or 8 exposure. Reprints Buy A larm Clocks at Osgood’s and
Harry Gratton, b g by Grat“ There are 430 Protestant mission
save money.
FARM
AND M IL K
ROUTE
5 • each. Cash with order. Try us
ton Royal (Shuman)
1
aries and 27"> Catholic with 01(5 church
o
i
your
next
roll.
C
O
M
B
IN
E
D
. Kagh' Piioto Co., Coupons for ty p e w rite r ribbons may
before when he suddenly went into a Lady Ashbrooke. eh m
buildings witli a membership of 42,000
I\ O. Box
Bo
' tlan<1‘ M<‘be exchanged at the TIMES office
Cniike
the
potato
crop,
there
is
no
running break at the three-quarter
Protestants and 51.000 Catholics.
(Gansp)
for any machine.
A Printing Machine Corp. of Boston
uncertainty
about
the
income
from
pole and didn’t get settled down again, Freedie B. b g (Boutilier)
4
‘•Fully two-thirds of the whole Indi
uesiri the services of three live Dry mill wood for sate by the load at
this proposition. It pays an income
Willard having to pull up to let the Betty Gamage. b m
an population is yet without gospel
were energetic salesmen. To the right
a low price. Call Tel. 7.T4. ( ” :a~.
every day and 2(;5 days in the year. men, a permenent position is assured.
Houlton pacer inside the distance
(Brickley)
* 4
privileges whatever, either Protestant
Wilcox.
High street
: 2>p
All equipped for business, a first class, Aqdy Sal<*s .Mgr.. 5 Broad Street.
flag. The Presque Isle contingent Kentucky Jean, blk m (Bull) 6 dis
or Catholic. The Methodist centen
Boston.
Mas.'.
line of customers. Write for parti
was wild over their unexpected
W a n te d — Capable maid for general
ary programme plans large enter
Time-2.21 V4 : 2.23% : 2.26Vi.
housework. Apply to Mrs. James
culars. J. W. Cousens. Real K tale
victory and Driver John Willard got
Permanent
Muscular
Strength
c
a
n

prises among tin1 rod men.
-M. Pierce. 135 Main street.
tf27
and
Timberlands.
Stillwater.
Me.
not
exi
st
w
h
e
r
e
t
h
e
r
e
is
not
b
l
o
o
d
a wonderful reception while moving j
W E LF A R E
The following letter from Charles H.
st: oilman.
V o t i n g m e n g i v i n g attention
picture machines clicked away at all
For Sale— One light one horse jigger
to m u - o n l a r d e v a d o p me n t s h o u l d h e a r
AND BABY WEEK Burke, Commissioner of Indian Affairs
wagon, ope two seat riding wagon.
the interesting incidents. It was an- j
to Dr. I fuglev was read at the confer
C 'is
in
mi nd .
Hood's
Sarsaparilla
For
sale cheap L. O. Ludwig.
tf
nounced that the horses would meet I
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T I T I O N FOR
g i v e s blood s tr eng t h and
builds
up
ence :
(Continued from page 1)
in another matched race at Frederic -1
the w h o l e s v s t e m .
For Sale at a Bargain— A second hand
D IS C H A R G E
“ The progress that has been made
5 pass. Dodge touring car in good
ton next Wednesday in connection j
In t he mat t e r of
condition. Applv to Lester F Ellis,
in i i ankr upt ey
with the Maine and New Brunswick j On Friday evening the slide “ Insect ; in the civilization of the Indians and l.ouis .1. G r o w s
C A R D OF T H A N K S
Tel. 343-1.
Bankr upt .
circuit races there and the Houlton j Pests were shown at the Temple, i their present development: would have
.1
ii
t, ,
r ,
We wish to express our heartfel
and
D
i*.
James
F.
Palmer
gave
vain-i
been
impossible
if
it
had
not
been
for
To the Hon. ( larem e Hale, Judge of the 11 till ks to
delegation disappointed but undis
our friends and neighbors Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings
District Court of the Uni t ed States for
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
for their many acts of kindness, for
mayed announced their willingness to able advice on “ The Proper Care of j the missionaries that were the piothe District of Maine.
the Teeth ”
! neers in laying the foundation for the
the beautiful flowers and the many
back Calgary Earl over the fast track
B< »C1S
.J.
( UP i VKS
of
(' a r i P o u
spiritual bouquets which were sent W anted— Capable girl fo r general
Saturday morning the last of the religious and educational welfare of in the county of Aroostook,
and
there. One ofTer of $5,000 or as much
housework. Small familv and every
during
the recent illness and death
state
of
Maine,
in
said
District
r
es
pec
t

babies were weighed, and Saturday these people, and it is my hope that
eonvience. Apply to TIMES office.
more as wanted on the race being
fully represents that on *he M'lih day of of our sister.
afternoon and evening trie exhibits ; we may have the assistance and co-optf
Miss Carrie M. Hogan
made by the Houlton owners.
April.
last
past.
Inwas
d u 1v
at the High School building were |eration of all missionary societies in a d j u dg e d b a n k r u p t as af or esai d under
Miss
Martha
L.
Hogan
Buy
a
pony
for
your
child.
.A
bargain
Tueaday, July 12.
Mr. Albert P. Hogan
open to mothers of Houlton and sur- our endea\or to hasten the time when the Act s of Co ng r e s s r el at i ng to B a n k in an outfit consisting of a pony,
2.12 Trot. Purse $500
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Hogan
all of tin1 Indians iti the country may ruptcy; that he has dul y sur r ender ed
harness and cart. Call Exchange
rounding towns.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I).
H.
McGillicuddy
The Problem, Caribou Driv
Stable, Tel. 249.
tf
The exhibits were most interesting ; become respectable, selt-suppoiting all his pr oper t y and ri ghts of property,
Mr. and Mrs. ( ’has. D. Kellv
and has fully compli ed wi t h all the r e 
ing Club, Caribou
2 1 1 1
and instructive.
[Christians citizens.
A Valued Subscriber says “ Every tim e
qui r ement s of said Act s and
of
the
Zom Q., Fred Bishop, Houl
that I have used these columns for
orders of
Court
t ouchi ng
his
bank
The posters illustrated in a con-j
ton
2 3 3 2
selling
they have been suc
ruptcy.
vincing way by pictures, jingles, and j
W e ll Concealed
utiimimmiin.iiiniiitiuiiiiiinimumun cessful.”articles,
Try them.
Roy Volo, W. B. Lint, Fred
W h e r e f o r e he p r a y s , Tha t he ma y t-e
statement of facts the proper care of [ Some people in peacetime will be decreed
by the Cour t to have a full d i s 
ericton
5 4 2 3
T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all Machines
the physical child, the mental child.! interested in the young man who char ge f r om till debts pr ovabl e agai nst
Babe, A. Faulkner,
as well as Carbon Paper made by
went into the Army. On enlisting, he his estate under said bankruptcy Acts
and the moral and spiritual child.
Montreal
4 5 5 ro
Webster—There's none better. Call
expressed
the
fear
that
he
would
face
®
xoePt
SU
(’h
‘ls
are
excepted
hv
The largest and best posters came
Bo present at the
or send to TIMES Office.
Peter Setzer, L. W. Irvine,
l aw f r om such di s char ge
from the National Woman’s Christian j ridicule on account of his religion.
Dated
this
611
i
da
v
nf
.Jiilv,
A.
D.
':
•
j
I
.
Houlton.
1 2 4 dis
Girls W anted fo r Clothes Pin Factory
1, J.' i;|p ivi ;s
Temperance Union at Ann Arbor,! After three years in the Army he was
Jack the Clipper, W. V.
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
Bankr upt .
Mich. Other posters, Mary Jane, the j asked how he had gotten along,
work. Inquire at office of Summit
Douse, Attleboro
dis.
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
hospital doll, with clothing and toilet •
.......
Lumber Company, Houlton or write
District of Mai ne, No r t h e r n Di vi sor . , sTime— 2.12%; 2.13%; 2.15%; 2.14%.
to above Company at Davidson.
tf
articles were sent from the State
( m this
1kt h da y <>f .1uly.
A
!
2J27 Trot. Purse $400
1021, <>n r ea di ng the f or egoi ng petition,
Dept, of Health at Augusta.
j WOULD GO FROM
For Sale— Beautifully situated home
Peter Verde, Acker, Halifax
1 1 1
it is—
A large amount of helpful literature
of seven rooms and bath with all
HOUSE TO HOUSE O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t , Tha t a heari ng
Leonard S., Faulkner, Mont
sent from Augusta, Washington, the j
modern improvements. Large lot and
be had upon the s a me on the 2kth day of
real
5 3 2 Maine Baby Saving Society, and the j
garage. Also a few complete sets of
of
Tennessee F a rm e r W an ts To Go From August , A. D., 1921, bef or e said <’:>urt
furniture. Inquire Albert E. Klein at
Leavitts North, Carry, Presque
at
B a n g o r in
sai d District,
Nor t her n
Woman’s Christian Temperance Chris- j
the Klein Studio or telephone 155-R
House To House and Tell E very
7 2 5
Division
at
10
o'
clock
in
the
forenoon:
Isle
tian Union was given to the mothers, j
or 155-W.
28tf
body About Tanlac
and that notice thereof be publi shed In
Monaako McBumie, Presque
The food exhibit in charge of Veta !
the Houl t on Ti mes , a n e w s p a p e r printed
Isle
Astle and Katherine Wingate showed |
in said District, N o r t h e r n Division, and
LAWS TO BE ENFORCED
Baton S., Nason, Houlton
suggestive, nourishing meals for chil-! "If I were not so busy with my that all k no wn credi tors and other perAgain the public is notified
Miss Talbot, Holdway and
<ir©n
farmwork I would go from house to : sons in interest, ma y a p p e a r at the said
Woodstock
2 6 d
Powers, Houlton
The exhibit of “ Beautiful Pictures” house an(1 tel1 the People about T a n - ' t i m e and place, and s how cause, if any
that every and all laws regard
ine
exniDlt
or
ueauurui
r it lures
i vi ni rstnn
a
w e l l ’ they hu v e the prayer of said petiDawn Axworthy Burden, Bos
that children should know from the j ldC< Sdl(1 A
Ll in&ston, a wd! : Moruir shou]r) not be panted.
ing automobiles and driving,
4 5 5 Dunn Furniture Co., and the “ Books k n o w n farmer, lining near Ashland : An(1 jt |S p u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t .
ton
both
state laws and town ordi
Chimes Tell and Brook Gano dis That Children Should Read,” w ith ' Cit>’- TennThat
the Clerk shall
s e nd
by
nances,
will be strictly enforced
Band afternoon and evening
“ I had Stomach and kidnev trouble j mail to all kno wn e r e d L o r s copies o f said
tanced first heat.
suggestive reading lists, from the
___________ , ___
n d siitTererl
o r m e n t wi
th m
v hack
h a c k ptetition
...... ..........anf1 ‘ !us or,i" r'
Time— 2.20%; 2.20%; 2.19%.
suffered ttorment
with
mv
tG Al! the usual Games and Amusements without favoritism or partiality
Cary Library, was well worth
seeing. aand
their places of
residence
and
side.
The
doctors
could
do
noth-:
beginning Monday, May 2. This
2.20 Trot and Paos Purse. Purse $400
Special mention is due Miss Dorothy
Grounds lighted by electricity in
ing
for
me
SO I wrote to a friend Of !
W i t n e s s the Hot mr abl e H m - n r e Ha l e
Donald Keith, Dewitt Presque
includes the driving of an auto
Mann, who made the attractive win
the evening
mine in Nashville about Tanlac and Judge of the said <’<>urt. and the seal
Isle
1 1 1
dow posters in the store windows.
mobile with only one light, stop
thereof, at B a n g o r in rh« Nor t h e r n Pi vtBingen R., Todd, Mil^town
2 2 3 The girls who helped on Tag Day he advised me to try it, saying he had don nf said 1M--Triio . mi
No Admission Fee Charged
ping on the wrong side of the
Little Peter, Douse, Attleboro 3 3 2 worked well, the largest amount be heard so many favorable reports Ju|V v ; 11*21.
street, speeding etc., also that
ISA B UI . S H E E H A N .
' (L. S )
Hayward Wilkes, Putnam,
ing secured by Miss Frances Mans about it and sent me a bottle.
De put y Clerk
“ After taking the first bottle I felt
5 4 5 field.
all wagons must carry a light
Houlton
\ true copy of petition and order thereon
The Child Welfare Committee wish so m,u'h better that I ordered another ( At t est
Jesse H., Kitchen,
after
dark.
ISABEL SH E E H A N
4 5 6 to thank all who helped to make the *)()tt*e
Deputy Clerk.
Fredericton
stsIt and the result is I am
tf
Chief of Police.
Helen Peters, Roaring Brook
1921 Houlton Baby Week a success. I d we^ man- I f°ld a friend of mine i
____________
about it and ordered a bottle for him
6 6 7
Stables, Vermont
and he had good results. I can eat
Nutwood Kinney, Douse,Attle
AMERICAN INDIANS
anything I want and it don't hurt mo
boro
7 7 4
GROW IN NUMBERS and can sleep like a log. To toll you
Star Patch, Faulkner, Mont
The
American
Indians are not de- the truth. I just simply fee! liko a new
real
8 8 d
creasing
in
numbers,
according to Dr. man and have moro strongth and
Queen Petress, Hoyt, Presque
Elmer
E.
Hugley
of
Des
Moines, who energy than l have had in years, It
Isle
d
was recently superintendent of In- is simply the grandest medieim in
Time— 2.15%; 2.16%; 2.16%.
dian work of the Methodist Episcopal the work
w o u l d l i ke to s e e all ot
Wednesday, July 13.
! Church, at the conference of Ameri- m y f r i e n d s a n d get t h o s e w h o a r e
2.30 Trot and Paco. Purse $400
! can Indian missionaries.
s u f f e r i n g to tr y it a n d I h o p e you wi l l
Sacarose, K. Colbath, Presque
Use the New
! “ There are more than one-third of a r e a c h t h e m t h r o u g h thi s t e>t i mon ia 1,
Isle, Me.
1 1 1 1million Indians in the United States.” which I have a d l y g i v e n . ”
Della McGregor, Roaring Brook
added Dr. Hugley, “and fifty-seven dis-1 Tanlac. tin c e l e b r a t e d me d i e i n e .
Stables, Barton, Vt.
4 2 3 tinct languages are spoken.
w h i c h a c c o m p l i s h e d sindt r e m a r k a b l e
May Grattan. A. Faulkner.
“ A survey among the Indians has results in this man’s case,
is
a
Montreal
3 4 5 just recently been made by the een- wonderful tunic, uppeti
r a n d i nvi go Blngmore J. C. Getchell, Brew
tenary officials and shows that not rant. It builds up the system, proer, Me.
d
only the full blooded Indians are in- motes digestion and a'simulation of
Colorado Rose. Hartland Driv
creasing but also the mixed bloods, the food and makes you feelstrong,
ing Club Hartland, N. B.
d
with better homes, medical attention sturdy and well as nature intended,
High Knob Beauty, H. C. Jewand better care of Indian babies and
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
2 5 6
ett, Fredericton, N. B.
with the missionaries talking the gos- West End Drug Store: Bridgewater,
H. G. K„ H. G. Kitchen, Fred
pel of soap and suniation and salva- Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield. L. A. » | There is a satisfaction in working with this labor and tim e saving m achine that fills t
7 d
j i
*
ericton. N. B.
tion the increase of the number of In- Barker Co.; Ludlow. O. A. Stevens: *
j j the most remote corner of veur bins without bruising the stock. Potatoes can be I
Banlni, Reed’s Stables, Fort
dians will continue.
Ashland. W. C. Bowlev.

MG RACE MEETING
AT WOODSTOCK, N. B.
LARGELY ATTENDED

Time—2.16Vi; 2.17%; 2.19V4; 2 .2 2 %;
2.21 %; 2.24Vi-

I t ’s a Good Thing

Annual
Picnic

St. Gertrude’s
Catholic Church

Tuesday, Aug. 2

Everydody Welcome

No More Bruised Potatoes—No More
Half Filled Bins

Fairfield, Me.
Confection, C. F. Dewitt,
g
Bridgetown, N. S.
Time— 2.17%; 2.20%; 2.18%.

2.21 Trot. Purze $400
Dolly Duroc 2nd A. Faulkner,
2
Montreal
Rosetta McKinney, E. B. Tay
lor, Presque Isle, Me.
5
Victoria, D. H. McAllister, Sus

6

4

3

2 nTnmTTiTirrnurtinimtiurTTmiHTuim'

W e w ant you to try

Buster Boy, C. J. Hanson,
Presque Isle, Me.
Nero Bingen, T. M. Hoyt.
Presque Isle, Me.
Emotionless S. Veniot, Bath
urst, N. B.
Amy, E. E. Telit, Providence

T ab lets

4

Bal ardsw

5

*^wfc**^**
!

Purse $4C0

Hea da che

Carrier j

headache,
or

<<

ip i•

drug

Bollard Golden Gil Company, Gld Town, Marne
'

D

r

i

n

k M

in

o f

both

hand o r
m o t o r

op era te d

I«
•»

!!
» *

a p i e c p r i n

;;
•*
i ♦
•♦
1•

ii
ii
::

6
7 cl

3
R. I.
Fern Hal D. H. McAllister
2 2
Sussex, N. B.
Little Anna S., Reed’s Stable
4 6
Fort Fairfield, Me.
Nora Hill, Roaring Brook
3 4
Stables, Barton, Vt.
# Time— 2.12%; 2.14%; 2.15%.

5
2
6

T h e purest w a te r in the State c f M aine.
w eek ly.

O rders

m ay be le ft

------------------------- P h o n e

i

D elivered

at T IM E S

:;

o ffic e

2 1 0 ------------------------

3

A . O. N u t t e r ,

Pr

o p

M ars H ill, M ain e
1 1
2 2

3

4

1
4

m

m

Notice to Owners and Operators of
------------- Motor V eh icles-------------

1
2

2

2 3

1 Look over your car. Clean your number plates and see that rear light
is working.
,$ ,A H motor vehicles must be registered carrying one number plate at the
front and one at the rear.
.8 All operators must carry operators license on person while operating a
motor vehicle.
4 Lenses must comply with the law— Bon-Ami or Paint is not legal and
must be changed.
5 No warnings will be given.

Maurice Elliott
State Motor Vehicle Inspector

3

4

!

a l l sizes

II
i!

dizziness,
Al l

M ade

!|

1 1 1

Thursday, July 14.
Fr«e*for-AII. Purse $1000
John R. Braden, br s, by John
1
R. (Sentry (W illard)
Calgary Earl, by Earl Jr.,
(Nevers)
2
Time— 2.08%; 2.11%; 2.13.
2.14 Trot. Purse $400
Malee, b m (Utton)
1
Alfred King, br s (Nevers)
2
Zelma Strong, br m (Keyes)
3
Bingen Worthy b s (PotYin) . 4
Togo M. b g (Shuman)
^5
Time—2.15%; 2.17%; $.$6%h
2.18 Pace. Purse $400
College Swift, blk g, by
Alta Dewey (Shuman and
JCeyes)
4 2 4 1
Jeffrey, b g by Cabel
(Brickley)
2 1 3 3
Dan a. Jr., b g by Dan S.
(W illard)
8 4 1 2
Zom Q., b f. by Dan Q.
4
(Tingley)
1 3

tato

j i removed easily from the cellar as rapid’ v as a man can shovel them into the carrier

An effective remedy for
;J* 3 4 without opiates, c h l o r a l

2.15 Trot and Pace.

I
I

H ere’s Something for Nothing

sex. N. B.
Miss Peter Splan, Dr. Mc
6
6
Intosh, Hartland. N. B.
The Manor, H. G. Kitchen,
4 2 2
Fredericton, N. B.
Saskia, Keyes and McBride,
1 1 1
St. Stephen, N. B.
Time— 2.20%; 2.23%; 2.21%,.

aoody |

The

f t
{ J

<)l

O r d e rs
fo r these
Carriers
should
be given
at once
as t h e
dem and
fo r them
is taxin g
our output

The New Wav

---------------------------- F o r particulars and testimonials apply t o ---------------- --------------

The Peabody Potato Carrier Co.
Houlton, Maine
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being disclosed in the weekly report Bi.ngor & Aroostook Railroad and oth
“ The Express Company, however,
of Special Warden I). L. Cummings er stations in Maine and New England declined to make petition. As a re
and from a section about which com and locally on the Bangor <fc Aroos sult, tiie Public Utilities Commission
plaints have been made to the De took lines has been suspended by the had only one course to pursue, that is,
partment of Inland Fisheries and Maine Public Utilities Commission, tin* ordering ot a public hearing, and
Game relative to alleged depredations pending the outcome of the Interstate such hearing was ordered on the
of tile beavers. Mr. Cummings wrote; Commerce Commission’s suspension strength of the complaints received
Subscribers should bear in
"On Wednesday, June liii, the fire I and investigation of the same matter. from various parties. This hearing
mind that all subscriptions are
visited on the center line of Township Erank J. McArdle, chief of schedules was set for Tuesday, July 12, at tile
payable in advance and the pa
TIM is around a beaver pond of about und rates, Public Utilities Commis office of the commission.
per will be discontinued at ex
sion. said on Tuesday, relative to the
f nder date ot July 9, the Bangor
KILLED IN WORLD WAR ! three acres, giving them plenty of case:
Robt. A. Mills of Bangor was in
piration. Notice of such expira
|water. That beaver pond is all that
A Aroostook Railway Co., on behalf of
town last week several days on busi
There seems to be some argument [stopped the lire. The brook the heav
tion will be sent out the First of ness.
' Nil morons lei 11
in relation to Hu* ! Uie American Railway Express Co.,
as to which boy from Houlton was the ier pond is on is dry aho\e and below
express
rales
applying
to and from petitioned tor a suspension of the
each month.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Stewart and |first o i k ' to make the supreme sacrifice i tin* pond. Lots of little trout died in
points on the Bangor A- Aroostook Maine rates, pending investigation by
family are spending a week at Grand in tile world war and on examination [these small brooks that are so nearly
Railroad and other express stations in the Interstate Commerce* Commission,
Commencing Saturday, May
! of the records kept at the TIMES j dried up and some quite so.
Lake.
Maine and New England and also tin* and on July ]2. the Public Utilities
7th, the TIM ES office will close
Miss Louise Buzzell is visiting her 'office of those who went from IIoul
"The big fire they had on Township increased express rates locally on the (ommission issued tin* requested sus
at noon every Saturday until uncle and his wife. Mr. and Mrs. O. Ik I ton we find that Harvey Woodworth,
71M, on tin' northwest side of the rail Bangor A- Aroostook have been re pension notice, directing the Ameri
|who enlisted in the 26th Battalion,
Sept. 3. Those having business Buzzell in Portland.
road, the first of June, was also cheek ceived by the Maine Public Utilities can Railway Express Co. to re-estab
i Canadian army, was killed in action
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernard
Archibald
arc
with the TIM ES Publishing Co.
lish on Jul> 11. such rates as were in
ed
by a string of beaver ponds a mile ( 'ommission.
at the Putnam cottage at Nic kerson i on February .‘Id, 1916. ’
effeel
prior to June 1. 1921.
long
on
Township
7R4
in
an
alder
-should bear this in mind.
‘ in April, 1921. the American Rail
I Geo. Mooney, son of Mr. and Mrs.!
Lake for a few weeks.
swamp. It gave the fire fighters a ways Express Co. filed the increased
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£}& Massachusetts Funding Company
Penobscot County Farm Bureau
decided to have an automobile tOtjpl'Sh thht city, is spending his vacation
of Aroostook county the latter part Of **wjth friends here.
You’ll be surprised t ) find what a strong,
August for the purpose of studying *v Mr. and Mrs. Leroy B. Pomeroy
handsome, well-made Loose L e a f Led ger w e can
crop production. J. W . Cloverdale of accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
give you at a very reasonable price. Just ask us
Chicago, secretary of the American Earle, left Saturday on their annual
Federation of Farm Bureaus\toiU b$ vacation which they will spend at
to show you our Riverside Ledger, made by the
present at the field day exercises and Stillwater, Me. and Kineo.
National Blank Book Company.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Edwards of
deliver an address.
If you want a ledger with all-steel back, Russia
Joseph Moore, who has been study Bangor and daughter Gloria are
and
Corduroy cover, cylinder lock fitted with
ing for the past year at the New Eng spending a week in town at the home
special
flat key, you’ll be interested in the Royal,
land Conservatory of Music, is spend: o f 'Mrs. Edward’s sister, Mrs. C. B.
which
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has the National trade-mark.
Ing a few days vacation with his Esters on Weeks Avenue.
W e carry National Ledger Sheets, Post Binders,
Chief of Police Lyons of Presque
parents here. Mr. Moore plans to
Columnar Sheets, Ring Binders, Note-Books, and
take the intensive summer and winter Isle, who is enjoying a two weeks
a full line of office stationery and supplies.
course offered by the conservatory, leave of absence, was in town Mon
Mr.
and following that to continue his day accompanied by his wife.
Houlton, M ain e
studies in Europe under some of the Lyons will attend the races at Fred
ericton
before
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his
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masters on the continent.
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Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Roben returned
Sunday from a four weeks automobile
trip to Vermont, where they visited
at Mr. Roben’s old home.
Mrs. Chas. Sprague and daughter
Miss Stella of Grand Lake Stream
Miss Edith Jackins has been visiting are spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Lovely on Franklin St.
in Waterville the past week.
George Fineberg of Dexter is spend
ing a few days with friends in town. FIRST HOULTON BOY
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WHAT THE WORLD
WAR DID TO ME

thus get into entanglements. A man
who before the war couldn’t stand the
sight of blood, nursed his bomb in
fear and trembling lest he drop it at
the wrong moment from his airplane
and thus “ spoil” his “kill.” Quoting
again :

kindest-hearted, squarest friends one learned it as a child; but when my
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
could ever have,” one woman reports. father died 1 only knew that he was
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
Special music by choir.
“ You lost an arm?” asked a woman gone blown out like a candle. Where?
ized and Graded Classes for all.
Choir
practice
Monday
nights.
Some learned how to eat horse-meat
2.20 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
of a soldier. ‘No, 1 gave it,’ he return Who knew? No one. Death was
Preparatory Members Class.
Tuesday night church prayer and
with relish during the war; a Rhode
ed, proudly. If patriotism can breed solitary, terrifying thing.
But in praise Service.
1.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
Island woman learned that cake-maksuch an answer from a man who has France it became a friend. Poor,
under the auspices of the Ep worth’
ing stood her in better stead than
Church of the Good Shepherd
League.
known the hell of blood and explod tortured boys would feel a blessed
ability to quote from the classics.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
“Had I not been afraid of the scorn ing shells, then war must have some surcease from pain and look up to
with vested chorus choir
Sunday Services
Some learned not to falter at the of my brother officers and the scoffs soul-growing process,” she concludes.
find the Great Physician at their side,
General
prayer meeting at 7.30 every’
sight of blood and suffering, while of my men. I would have fled to the
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Numerous letters came from women bringing merciful rest and the supreme
Tuesday evening.
some confess that it was the fear of rear,” confesses a Wisconsin officer, whose husbands or sons were killed
Also on the first Sunday in the
healing. Death was a daily common
F IR S T C H U R C H OF H O U L T C V
month at 10.30
ridicule which prevented them from writing of a battle.
in battle. One wife lost her soldier- place. Lads were here today and to
Unitarian
running away when the hour struck
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
“1 see war as a horrible, grasping husband to a French girl; a poignant morrow gone, but their spirits were
Military
Street
at Kelleran
to go over the top. There were some
First Baptist
octopus with hundreds of poisonous companion letter describes the tragedy too young and alive and vivid to van
who first learned how to live during
Preaching Service regularly every
Court St.
death-dealing tentacles that squeeze of a soldier who returned home to ish with the body, even after we had
the war, and many who learned to be j
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Re v. Henry C. Speed, pastorout the culture and refinement of a |find his wife devoted to another man seen the flag-draped coffins lowered
unafraid to die. Some lost God and
Sunday
ocLowl ever> Sunday at 12:00
and lost to him.
man,” writes a veteran.
10 30 morning worship with sermon
i into the ground at “ Taps.” They
their faith in humanity, and there
D w ight F. Mowery, Minister
12 00 Bible School with classes for
A total of nearly 1,000 letters were ; were so close and real that at times
A regimental sergeant-major:
‘‘I
were others to whom during the war
114 Court Street
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received in the two competitions con- I felt that I had more friends in the nen and women.
considered
myself
hard-boiled
and
act
God first became a reality and every
6:00
Senior
C.
E.
Service
ducted by The Outlook, an increase j unseen world than in this. It sounds
man a brother. Some came back ed the part toward everybody, includ
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
of nearly 150 letters in the second ; silly, hut it’s true........ And so, when
ing
my
wife.
I
scoffed
at
religion
as
spiritually exalted; others suffering
,
,
, competition over the first, testifying ! I came home and my own mother died, mon.
with a horrible nervousness.
J
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to the growth of interest. Of the 544; l did not lose her, as 1 had my!
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..... >Prayer.
stroll together in the garden, and I 7:30
prizes for the best three answers.
“If I get out of this, I will never be disclose that so many people are able j cry: “Mother, see bow lovely your
All Seats free.
The replies came from forty-seven
to write with candor and vitality roses are, but what ails those sweet
States and from all kinds of people. unhappy again,” reflected one of the about themselves.”
First Congregational Church
peas? What would you do with
Hundreds told of the depression and contestants under shell-fire in the
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
The first prize was awarded to M i s s them?” During her sickness her little Morning Worship at 10 30
tension of the war. Some told of the Argonne Forest. Today he is “not
Lee Ramsdell of the Red Cross, who world was bound by four walls, with o,,n,jav Qchnni
19
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seized; many ,of the physical and
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with the French refugees, and song through the window, and the v
~
nervous exhaustion which followed ..
w f *m° e army a conscien j then in an American hospital.” She rest pain.But I was well and free to ' _ ° Ung eopIe 8 MeetinS at 6 p. m
the armistice. One who wrote was a
writes;
go where I p,eased, to breathe the
TueBday
7.30.
rear-admiral of the United States 1 came out of
with the knowledge
I went there a snob. I got over it. fresh air and see the moon rise, and
Navy; another was a justice of the of men and the philosophy of beauty,” I ~
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
_
_
,
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^
, Sftvs nnnthpr
ine un,torm ''a s the great leveler. speak with friends
who came to
Supreme Court of Kansas. There1says anotner.
ings weekly.
, ,
, For once we humans looked into each inquire. I was in and out of her room
were bank presidents and manufactur
The
Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
My moralfiber has been coarsened.; othei-8 oy«,. „ot at each other s raKs all day. but often she did not know it
afternoons weekly.
ers,
era, army
army officers
offlcers and
and service
service men,
men, The war has blunted my sensitive-] or Rolls-Royces. It was a liberal Now our positions are reversed. It
editors and laborers, who came to The ness to human suffering. In 1914 I
education. The fineness that existed is she who is well ami free, who has The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets
Outlook’s confessional. College presi-1wept tears of distress over a rabbit
the second Wednnesday of each
in rough, uneducated men. the guts found the ones she lost so many
dents, professors, students, and coun- - which I had shot. I could go out now,
month.
that developed in pampered pets, weary years ago, who sees beauties
try school-teachers told of the changes at the command of my Government j
Methodist Ep’. scopal
was unbelievable. Now that it’s over, beyond my imagination. My life must
that had come Into their own lives as in cold-blooded fashion and commit all
Corner School and Military Streets.
shall we be able to keep on seeing seem as cramped and restless as her
a result of the great conflict. A the barbarisms of twentieth-century}
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
the man instead of the manicure?
sick-room did to me. Yot she is in
portrait-painter told what the war had legalized murder,” writes a Chicago!
Life, trouble, even death, seem less and out all the time- -often when 1 10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
done to her; a Greenwich Village art man.
*
of the oldest flavors
momentous than they did. They only don’t know it, I dare say. She has
student left her palet for her pad; a
A Denver man entered the war, lost real calamity is not to meet ]jf<>
in
the
w orld made m ore
ney*r left me.
letter came from the Friars’ Club in himself and God, and found manhood.1gallantly.
delicious
and distinctive*
I remember the troopThese am some of the things the
New York and one from Zion City; “I Played poker in the box-car which i trains of Alll0ri, ans his-hurrahing past
F or Sale
Companion drink to W ard's
war taught me. and the last is the
writers dropt fiction for fact. A lino-. carried me to the front and read the our hospital on their way to the front greatest.
O ran ge-C rush and L im etype operator set down his thoughts Testament in the hospital-train which; and th(, ambulance-trains slip;,inCrush. Drink one today.
on a typesetting-machine. In the took me to the rear,” he tells us.
quietly back with them*, very silent"
In bottles o r at fountains
The Right Place
majority of the letters the religious
“ To disclose it all would take tin
A terrible Juggernaut had rolled over
“ I culled tor a little light on the
t
Bottled by
note was sounded; in others a bitter genius and the understanding of
a those eager bovs; but had it crushed financial question,” said th** man in
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a
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d
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note of criticism crept. Some con- god. I learned to talk from the side ' thom'^ Sot tlu-v
WILLIAM .V .L .'L t
They climbed oil the rural editor’s sanctum.
fessed that the war drove them into of my mouth and drink and curse with t
*
op and made it carry them alone!
“ Well, you've struck the right
Kelleran St.
Phone 31-VV
the ministry;* others, that the war the rest of our ‘noble crusaders.’
One man suffered agonies for months place.” returned the editor. "If there
P e rfe c t condition, suitdrove them out of it. A few ex- Authority infuriated me and the first
in the hope of saving a shattered leg. is anything \V“ are light on. it is the
perienced no spiritual earthquakes and suspicion of an order made me sullen
a b le*for hom e, church or
His cot hacked against rough boards finances.”
were “disappointingly unchanged.” and dangerous........ Each man in his
that smelled of Dakin Solution, and
concert hall.
[C an be
Says The Outlook:
crudeness and lewdnoss nauseated
gas gangrene, and fog from the muddy
CHURCH SERVICES
The war war taught thrift, loyalty, me.” writes a service man.
seen in Houlton.
fields outside. But wlum ho talked
patriotism, courage thoughtfulness and
“ When our boy came back.” com Free
Baptist
his room became a. drawing-room,
sympathy. It taught igeography and plains a mother, “ we could hardly
A d d ress— T h e H oulton
Rev. F. ( ’lark Hartley, Pastor
with sunshine pouring in, and apple
love of books. It made “citizens of recognize for our strong, impulsive,
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
blossoms. And when, months later in
Tim es, Houlton, M ain e
the world.”
One contestant was loving son whom we had loaned to
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Paris. J met him on crutches, the h>g
stricken with apoplexy; another’s Uncle Sam this irritable, restless,
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
gone, he joked about it until he fair
329
hair turned white; some were infect- nervous man with defective hearing jv
persuaded us that he was glad to
ed with tuberculosis. “ It has made from shells exploding all about him,
have the thing off. And 1 can still
an American out of me” recurs re- and limbs aching and twitching from
see a young French convalescent, his
peatedly. Many learned for the first strain and exposure, and with that
right sleeve empty to the shoulder,
time in their lives to hate.
inevitable companion of all returned
swinging past us down the Champs,
Savings D ept.
Bond D ept.
“I can no longer pray”; “For me oversea boys, the coffin-nail, between
so erect and debonair that I almost
the war will never be over”; “ It rob- his teeth.”
envied him that badge of honor. Of
bed me of much of my capacity for
“ In the army I found that hard
such metal were our armies.
sympathy, kindness, and love” ; “lam drinkers and fast livers and profaneAnd, lastly, I came to realize that
more nervous and my appetite for tongued men often proved to be the
death was not the end. Oh, yes, 1
tobacco, liquor and the ladies has
increased,” are various statements of
T h e r e are v e r y real reasons w h y
nervous depression. “This is the mid
night of my life,” says one whose
w e can g iv e you Unusually G ood
1
“ Guess I’ve
business has gone to smash. “Things
fooled vou
S ervice. W e in vite Correspondence
I once held dear are now pitifully
if you think I tied this bow
o
r a C o n fere n ce
cheap,” expresses the disillusionment
of mine.
j
of one writer. “Would my patriotism
You sec it’s a Spur Tie—latest
Induce me to buy another Liberty
convenience tor the well dressed 1
man. I bought it all tied up tor
bond? Never!” writes one who has
me, but tied with a careless et- j
lost faith in his country. “The war
feet chat gives it style and class. ;
pulled me up by the roots; my health
Just the thing for me—and you.” ■
is shattered; I am an irritable
Insist on seeing name Spit* on the tie
of H o u l t o n , M a i n e
pessimist. There are no holy wars—
HEWES <&. POTTER
Boston
I
no government has a right to draft a
Gov’t Depository
Maker* ol Ball Do* Suapender*
,
Member Federal
Founded l8$2
man to fight,’* states another.
fit- *
Double Wear
|,
Reserve System
Theologies were disrupted and re
built. A Presbyterian minister writes:
“Men of knotted hearts are not at
tracted by easy things. Jesus has
been thought of as ’dear’ and
’precious’ Jesus. And it has not
appealed to men. Men did not follow
a ‘dear’ Lincoln, a ‘dear’ Roosevelt,
a ‘dear’ Foch, but men will follow a
rugged, granite and majestic Christ.”
“For the flfst time in my life I
learned that the greatest test of
character is what we do when we
know we will not be found out,”
concludes another Presbyterian minis
ter. Many told us with candor of
their faith that divine Intervention {
would keep their sons and husbands
from falling In battle.
“It made me lose my interest in j
religion; the war stopped me from go
ing to all places of amusement. When
I see people dancing, I feel like
rebuking them........It seems as tho
all the feeling had been drained from
everything else and had been embodi
ed in me. I find I can not get over I
the war. I am morbid, grief-stricken, j
Inconsolable,” confesses one.
An- anonymous New-Yorker, who
claimed to be pastor of one of the
largest metropolitan churches, wrote
that the war destroyed his belief in
GO G E T
God, his faith in Christ, in the Church
and in human nature, and bereft
him of his belief in himself. Another
P r i n c e A l b e r t it
rcId in t o p p y red
pastor wrote from Cleveland that his
bags, t i d y r e d t i n t ,
theology was “disjointed.” A Penn
hand s o m e p o u n d
a n d h a lf p o u n d t in
sylvania clergyman felt “proud sor
h u m i d o r s a n d in t h e
p o u n d c r y s t a l glass
row” at the death of his son, killed
hu m id o r
with
in battle. One woman was comfort
Sponge m o i s t e n e r
top.
ed because her brother, wounded in
the war, couldn’t go out o’ nights and

like
lemon!
« drink
L em on
-Onecrush

Cbickcriitg

S p u r -Tie - !

50c

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?

jjf\

First

Summertime
P ost Toasties

Buy a p ip e —
_ — and some P. A .
Get the joy that’s due you!
We print it right here that if you don't know the
“feel" and the friendship of a joy'us jimmy pipe—
ONE! And — get some Prince Albert and
barg a howdy-do on the big smoke-gong!
F or, Prince Albert's quality — flavor — coolness—
fragrance—is in a class of its own! You never tasted
such tobacco! Why—figure out what it alone means
to your tongue and temper when we tell you that
Prince Albert can't bite, can't parch! Our exclusive
patented process fixes that!
Prince Albert is a revelation in a makin's cigarette!
My, but how that delightful flavor makes a dent!
And, how it does answer -that hankering! Prince
Albert rolls easy and stays put because it is crimped
cut And, say—oh, go on and get the papers or a pipe!
Do it right now!

and all the year round

are favored by Folks
W ho w a n t d iF feren t
and better corn flakes

A iade o f the firm hearts of
selected w hite corn, rolled
and toasted crisp and gold
en brow n, Post Toasties are
esp ecially delicious when
served w ith fresh fruits or
berries.

•iiNMiiNHiuiMiiHHUMMiiiiiimMiiiiniimiiiimiiiimiimmiiiiiiiuiMiM'

I suffered from Asthma for f
three years

R E -N U -Y U 1

has greatly relieved me and I
breath freely once again,
writes Albert G. Quihn of
Brockton, Maes. RE-NU-YU
it sold by the

W E S T
D R U G

|
|
i
|
I

E N D !
S T O R E f

.mumHtmmiimmimiiiiimummnmiiiMiiiiifffiiiiiiiHiiiiMiimmti?,

N ational Bank

Ready to Eat
No W aste

Sold by grocers
^
everywhere!
Made by

P o stu m C ereal Co.,Inc.
Battle C reek,M ich.

Copyright 1921

®y ~
Reynold*
l obacco Co.
WlZHfon-^a/pn)
N. C.

P r in c e A l b e r t
the national joy smoke
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“ Who had the vision?” We were opportunity for legitimate enterprise Water, famous author, who has writ ten sting to dress, to give attention to ten vanish, then it is an absolute nec
asked this today at Poland Spring as should be maintained in order that in ten many novels and stories treating the accessories of one’s toilette.
essity to look well. The office worker
On “Having a Vision”
we saw this house re-opened a few the development of natural resources of martials problems, told me today of
Later on m life, when good looks of j and woman in business, realizes this.
One night years ago, I rode home days ago, as immaculate under the essential to the progress and security her convictions on this subject.
from Rockland with E. P. Ricker, by touch of the housekeeper as it was of rations there should be a fair and
“ This touches upon one of my hob
i11i111in1111ii11m
m
11mim
iii11ii111nin111in... .
iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiinun,,,!
The frank bies,” she said earnestly. “ I have a
automobile. It was so long ago that jn the day when it was first opened, equal chance for all.
lie up to date.
Subscribe for the
it happened to be the first time in my ; Nothing out of place. And I thought recognition of this principle will offer firm belief that the secret of a great
life that I had ever ridden by night I {liSo uf the housewife’s vision her the basis of that genuine co-operation i deal of disillusionment in marriage is
in an automobile. It happened also j attitude to the comfort of this of which we delight to speak, and will ' the fact that one of the parties to tim
to be the night before the Fourth of hostelry, her endless toil; her de- diminish the occasions for misunder- j contract is ashamed of the other.
“ M aine’s Favorite D a ily ”
Ju’.y. I recall with what wonder w e mands for perfection; her knowledge J standing and antagonism, it is believ- ; “ 1 think if a man had to hear man
Just fill in the attached coupon, and
watched the lights of the car shine 0f taking pains; her infinite care of ed that international agreements may gled English at the breakfast table,
send it aIon.a to us with $1 no
on the roadside foliage whitening it every belonging; her thought for the well be made which will assure provided he were an educated man, he
into gleaming silver.
; special comfort of particular guests. complete reciprocity with respect to : would constantly have a feeling of
It was morning before we reached 1This is the continuous vision that opportunity in the development of ! shame tor his blind folly in m a rr y i n g
To BANGOR DAILY NEWS
throughout
the 1beneath him.
; the Poland Spring House and we had maintains a business in its secure natural resources
Bangor, Maine
world.
.a luncheon alone in the great dining , place in the affection of its patrons,
" ‘Poor grammar,’ with all du e r e 
“
We
desire
to
see
conditions
stab
Please send the Bangor Daily News to
room. After that, we sat there and j And so one pays his homage to the
spect to the lady who used the phrase,
talked of certain things, and because . men and women of Poland Spring -j ilized and a renewal of the productiv
does not exist.
There is no such
it was the morning of my birthday, ' to their vision of the coming days, as j ity which depends upon security of
Name
thing as ‘poor grammar’ or ‘bad gram
life
and
property
-upon
the
preeeption
.our talk fell on reminiscent things. I wide as the viSion that founded it.
mar.’
Mr. Ricker happened to advert to j their vision of duty and responsibility. j of opportunity and the feeling of help1
Post Office Address............................ |
"Grammar is the standardization
the beginnings of Poland Spring and (There is more in this life than spend- fulness which is needed to quicken
and
the
science
o:
1
Continue
the paper to me at the end I
correct use of Ianthe inheritance of himself and h is1ing money. There is a vision that industry. We desire also to find a
guage.
|
of
three
months
at the regular rates l
brothers in the old farm, laden with i requires fulfilment, in the accomplish- ' sound basis for the helpful intercourse
|
unless
I
order
the
paper discontinued. 1
of
peace
and
to
see
the
beginnings
of
“ But I do not think an educated man
debts, and clouded in title. He was ! ment of work, well done. Arthur G.
1
Paper will lie stopped promptly when 1
a
new
era
of
international
justice
unless
caught
when
very
young,
would
.a stout farmer’s lad and had nothing! Staples in Lewiston Journal,
|
ordered
|
secured by the application through marry a woman who expressed herself
but courage and health and the equity j
“
appropriate institutions of accepted poorly. Such speech offends the ear
in this hillside. The spring had a j U. S. FOUGHT FOR
and the sense of good taste.
|
T he only safe way to rem it is by
|
•certain local fame; a legend of its j
IDEALS, HUGHES principles of right.”
|
Check, Post Office Money O rder or I
“ There is another point. Although
.curative properties and the authentic
many ill-bred women offend men with
|
Express O rder
1
records of certain wonderful cures of | Secretary of State ( lai les E. ‘A I N T IRRITATES
mistakes
in
English,
many
educated
later years.
1HuShes told 11 gathering of his fellow
ALL N CE MEN men offend their wives with slang and TimmiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiimiiiimiiiiiminiiKimiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiuiiuiiiiiiminuiiiiiiiiHiiiiiHiHiMmun,^
. . „
,
. .
„. .
\ alumni of Brown University that it
I shall never forget how Mr. Ricker !
A
.
. , , ,
,
; was not desirable that America s helpCultivate your speech, married wom coarse stories .sprinkled in conversa
told the story that night of his com- i , . „
,
i
^
1ful influence should be frittered away I en, if you would he permanent wives. tion.
mon heritage of trouble and of hope. “ by relating ourselves unnecessarily
“ I knew a very charming woman
Grammar is the best friend of the
It dealt with struggles and discourage ^to political questions which involve j woman who wishes to retain her bus- who- in
of pique married a man far
ments, the e der ro ers^ ^
j
riva|rjes Df interest abroad with j band’s love, according to Miss Au- beneath her. He has little self-control
the support an com or o
s ^
we have no proper concern.”
1brey Eaton, of the Chicago branch of j an(1 when excited or angry, lapses into
brothers and his sisters; the toll that
“ It is equally true,” he continued, , the Y. W. C. A., whose classes on how the vernacular, with which he is fam
they undertook; the lawsuits that he
“ that we cannot escape our relation; to get and keep a husband have iliar.
lought; the first load of furniture
as well as G E N T L E M E N may secure
“ Believing as I do that secret shame
to the economic problems of th e; brought great happiness to her stuthat they hauled there in a hay rack,
the use of a
of one's life partner causes most of
world.”
i dents, it is said.
to furnish the old farm-house for the
He said the prosperity of th is1 Man is certain to he alienated hv our martial infelicity, I always urge
.summer guest; the friends that stood
country largely depended upon the such expressions at, “Gee. ain’t them women to keep themselves up. There
by; the neighbors that failed them
economic settlements which might he waffles grand," or “ I ain’t never drank is a time in youth when it is verv inin their hopes; the despair that often
made in Europe and that the key t o ; such swell coffee." when they come
.succeeded enthusiasm; the first guests
to care for their Valuable Papers, as
the future was with those who make from the rosy lips of his careless
that came.
and control these settlement.
spouse.
MEDICINAL ROOTS, HERBS,
well as a room to open their Boxes in*
But above all, what impresses me * America, the exemplar of free
“ Poor grammar," Miss Eaton says,
BARKS AND BERRIES
where they may open them as often
thru the years, In which I have for institutions, aiding humanity in their “ has caused more domestic infeiicigotten most of t&e details, was the preservatlon, he said, called forth the ties than all the burnt soup and hard- Anil other alteratives, tonics ami
as necessary.
health-giving ingredients that are
vision of the Rickers, a transcendent supreme endeavor in the world war. boiled eggs in the world.”
recommended in the best medical
vision of a great hostelry on the site “ This sentiment is still with us,” he
Call at the Bank and let us S H O W
But there is deeper reason for un books, are combined in Hood’s Sar
4>t the old farm-house in which they
added.
|happiness brought about by listening saparilla.
It builds up the blood,
YOU
were born. This never failed them.
“We have not lost,” said Mr. Hughes ; to such perversions of English The i improves the appetite, invigorates the
They saw it when they felled trees; “ the capacity for the high and un- one who commits the transgressions digestion, tones the stomach and
and split r o c k s ; and drove thru the, selfish endeavor which linked us in 1against correct speech engenders in gives nerve strength so as to promote
-•nows; and laid the foundations and an unexampled unity and joy of ser- j the mind of the other something which permanent good health. Has merit
ed and held the praise o f three gen
began to stretch forth into the world vice in the crisis of the great war. causes martial dissatisfaction.
erations. You should give it a trial.
.about them. They might have been j T ke Sprjng8 Gf faith, of mutual trust,
Famous Author's Views
As a gentle thorough cathartic
Just what most people expected them I
feiiowship> have not dried up. Our i Mrs. Virginia Terhune Van De niunv recommend H ood’s Pills.
to be country farmers; but they could j men
not g0 forth to fight for this
be northing of the sort having this |nafi0D as one of imperialistic designs
vision of the future.
and cunnjng purpose, or to protect a
The Rickers were visionaries—plus. I land where avarice might find its
"They had not only dreams but they surest reward. They offered their
had the grit and the gristle. They lives, and all the enegies of the coundid not sit by the fire and kick at the try were harnessed in the supreme
’x\\<
successful man. They went out and effort because we loved the instituStaked everything on work and wish-j tions of liberty and intended to maintag. They had nothing but a farm j tain them, because we hated tyranny
and a spring. They made the one ; and the brutality and ruthlessness
the show-place of world and the other ?which found expression in the worship
a name known as well in Egypt a:ul \of force, and because we found our
Arabia as it is in Maine. With no! fate linked with that of the free
schooling they became polished and peoples who were struggling for the
agreeable gentlemen; enriched by the j preservation of the essentials of free
sweetness of a pure spirit of kindness ! dom.
to their fellow-men and the instinctive i “ it would not be fitting for me at
arts of the hotel-man which are born i this time to discuss our foreign relaof hospitality and true Christianity, tions. But I an glad to say thai tie
They had the vision to build from the |message of America is one of cordial
first according to their dreams. They |friendship to all nations. We have
never made the mistake of getting the no questions which mutual good will
swelled head. Today they are, in and the processes of reason cannot
there serener years, the finest type solve. The only method of displonmey
jE O P L E used to be se
of American gentlemen that can he wo know is that of candid discussion
cretly envious of the
of the merits of problems.
found.
“ The world is settling down, but it
Jim Hill, who built up the great rail
young fellow w ho came
road system of the Northwest, had is not yet settled. The counsels of
steady cus
tearing up the street and
similar vision. He was a poor boy in power and expendiency still dominate,
tom e r
a far town in the north. He taught as the serious problems left by tinstopped his car with a jerk.
school and dreamed of enriching the great war press for solution. This
land by delivering to it the transporta country seeks not an ace of territory
N o w they are inclined to
tion that alone produces wealth that by reason of its participation in the
transportation feeds upon for its struggle that led to victory, nor do
standard tire s erv 
criticise such abuse of tires.
growth and its profits. He built ac we wish any exclusive advantages in
ice
A mark of the grow ing con
cording to his vision. Some men the possessions which as a result of
THE
build according to nightmares, per the war tiave passed under new con
U . S. USCO TREAD
sciousness about tires —
suaded into strange hazards on noth trol. We simply ask that we shall
H
«
r
e
is
th
e
U
.
S.
U
s
c
o
ing but desire. These men are the not be excluded from equal privileges
their service, their work,
T r e a d , w it h a l o n g - e s t a b 
sort that have commo .sense and faith wherever our interests are affected.
lished standard o f service
their value.
am on g m otorists w h o have
to back their wide-spread business- That seems to us to be a reasonable
an eye to value, as w ell as
position.
imagination.
to price.
W h ile sellin g for
“ This is a time when it is vastly
Again and again in business we are
less than the other tires in the
Asked, of some successful enterprise, important that the principle of equal
U. S. F ab ric line, the U sco

JUST TALKS

Bangor Daily News

L A D IE S

S a f e D e p o s it B o x

Houlton Trust Co.

e standard tire
likes nothing better
than to prove its service

t a dose

has earned
qu ality and
omy w h ich
by an y tire

a reputation for
dependable econ
is not exceeded
in its class.

i

And you cannot find anywhere a better, purer, more potent
remedy for indigestion, biliousness, constipation, impover
ished blood than this * * L . F . ” Atwood Medicine. Yet a 50
[cent bottle contains nearly sixty doses — enough to over*
.come the most stubborn cases when directions as to eating
and exercise are carefully followed. It is the family phy
sician for the entire household — children and grown-ups. It
quickly helps to break up a cold, thus preventing serious
sickness. Headache, dizziness, bad breath and languor are
banished with a few doses. Buy of your dealer.
4<L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

United States Tires
are Good Tires
U. S. USCO TREAD
U . S. CHAIN TREAD
U . S. NOBBY TREAD
U . S. ROYAL CORD
U. S. RED & GREY TUBES

This same respect for a good
tire is the reason why the four
square tire dealer has passed up
odds and ends, “job lots”, “sec
onds”, “cut prices”—and come
out squarely with the standard
quality s ervice of U. S. Tires.
He is getting a
bigger, and also bet
ter, tire business than
he ever had before.
He is dealing now
with his ow n kind

Remember—
That w e have purchased the business known as the

Houlton Furniture Exchange
on Bangor Street— and are prepared to supply you
with new and second-hand Furniture of all kinds.
W e buy your old stuff or we will exchange new
for old.

of people. The substantial cit
izen. The man who knows
that you can't get something
for nothing. The
—not the bargain hunter.
*
*
*
To the man who has not yet
learned the
he is entitled to we say—
Go to the dealer in U. S. Tires
and make him show you.
Here is a man in close touch
with one of the 92 U. S. Factory
Branches—a constant supply of
fresh, live U. S. Tires.
The U. S. Tire you buy is a tire
built for curren t demands. No
overproduction. No piling up of
stock. No loss of mileage by
hanging around on
the dealer’s racks.
Every w ay you
look at it, a p a r qual
it y tire
p r ic e .

at a n et

Mara ia a man in cloaa touch with one
o fth a 92 U. S. F a c to ry Branchaa"

United States Tines
United States

Rubber Company

W atch our windows for bargains— we

have ’em most every day.
---------------- Come n and get acquainted

Lane Brothers

Cogan Block
Houlton

Bangor Street—Hibbard Bros. Company—Cates Garage
Berry & Benn—Bangor Street
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Mrs. Marne Holyoke of Houlton and
Susa n Pi nne, his housekeeper
saw about 55,000 sets of plates used
son Elmer Lawler of Boston spent
M a e Haskel l
Rev.
Henry
Glidden
and
family
were
in
Maine. The 1921 order was also
one day last week with Jas. Stewart
Mrs. Birch, S a m ’s wi fe
Co r a Stillwell
in town the past week.
and family.
for 55,000 sets, but 10,000 additional
A n n a Belle Cms t ead, wi t h aspi rati ons
Mrs. John Pike and son of Provi
Master Claude Henry Adams receiv
Opal Ithoda have already been ordered and re
ed one of the prizes in the Baby dence, R. I. arrived in town Saturday.
The play will he given at Haynes- ceived. So fast are they being taken
Show held in Houlton last week for
Miss Mildred Gerow of Houlton was ville, July 21st.
by the public that No. 60.000 will un
the lightest curly hair.
the guest of relatives here last week.
doubtedly he reached early in the
There is no way in which so much
Rev. H. H. Marr and wife of Caribou
coming week.
can be obtained in the way of enter were calling on friends here Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mitchell attended tainments as at Chautauqua which is
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Merritt enter
being held in Houlton this week.
payable in advance and the pa
tained guests from St. John last
Mrs. T. J. Carpenter spent a few
His Own Fault
Mr. and Mrs. C. U. Bishop and son week.
per will be discontinued at ex days last week with relatives in Houl Claud
“
By
Jove!
Isabel, when I see by my
Jr.
of
Bangor
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A
great
many
from
town
attended
Secretary of State Frank W. Ball,
piration. Notice of such expira ton.
O. V. Jenkins, State road inspector, H. Edw. Kimball of Houlton spent the races at Woodstock, N. B. last who retains under the new laws part account that the car has cost us over
Sunday with Mr. Jewett Adams and week.
a thousand this year, 1 get cold feet.”
tion will be sent out the First of was a caller in this town on Thurs family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Adams of Orono of his duties lor the regulation of mo
day.
“Well, Henry, don't blame me. I
each month.
were
the
guests
of
relatives
h
e
r
e
During the shower last Thursday
tor vehicles, has closed the contract
Mrs. George Carpenter returned on
Friday from a visit with relatives in evening the barn of Horace Stewart's Sunday
for the automobile registration plates advised you not to keep an account.”
Milo Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
on the Bangor road was struck, tear
Commencing Saturday, May Milo.
for the season of 1922. This matter is
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Webb and ing off shingles and timbers, but set Bert Howard is very sick with
disposed of thus early in the year, to
7th, the TIM ES office will close children Raymond and Ruth spent ting no fire to the building.
rheumatic fever.
Mr. George Welton entered
he permit positive delivery in time to
Mrs. James Williams died at the
at noon’ every Saturday until Sunday with Mrs. Geo. Carpenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Atherton and Mr.
hospital on Wednesday, July hospital at Houlton last week to begin the issuance of the plates next
8ept. 3. Those having business Estabrooks of New Limerick spent Madigan
Yours for
13th. Funeral service was held here receive treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McKesick of December.
with the TIM ES Publishing Co. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Michael in Union church on Friday afternoon
the asking
Massachusetts
were
calling
on
friends
The contract for the 1922 plates has
Donohue.
and was largely attended. Rev. W.
—
Send for
should bear this in mind.
in
town
last
week.
Mrs. W. N. Carpenter and her H. Johnson officiated. She leaves
been awarded to the S. G. Adams
Mrs. William McLellan of DoakIt
TODAY!
guests Mrs. Anderson and daughter husband and eight children.
Stamp & Stationery Co. of St. Louis,
spent Friday afternoon with Mrs. F.
Married in Linneus Saturday, July town, N. B. was the guest of Mrs. D. |
If you suffer
Mo. It calls for the following numA.
MacKinnon
last
week.
j
lfJth, at the home of the bride’s
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford H. Slauenwhite G. McConnell.
Mrs. Merrill and Mrs. Campbell of l>er and kinds of plates;
Mrs.
Elmer
Anderson
and
daughter
from
Piles
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Byron,
and family are spending a few weeks
Mary of St. Stephen, N. B. were j Miss Grace E. Byron and Mr. Norman Bangor were the guests of Mr. aid ! For pleasure machines, 80,000 pairs;
In Halifax, N. S. vlsitipg relatives.
guests of Mrs. W. N. Carpenter dur M. Ellis of Dyer Brook. The ceremony Mrs Bert Taylor last week.
Oakfield will hold its regular meet
Mrs. Dwight Currier and children commercial, 15,000 pairs; dealers, 1000
ing last week.
! ■was performed by Rev. Elmer Osborne
ing on July 23 at 8.15 instead of 7.30.
of
Houlton were the guests of Mr. and pairs; motorcycles, 2500 pairs; motor
Mr. and Mrs. John Friel and Peter j a brother-in-law of the groom. Mr.
W e hope to see a good attendance.
Mrs.
Harry Wilson last week.
Fitzpatrick
of
Woodlawn,
N.
B.
were
cycle dealers, 75 pairs; zone plates,500
and Mrs. Ellis will reside in Dyer
Chautauqua which is being held at
Mrs. Neal Quint of Millinocket :s pairs; tractors, 2000 pairs; trailers,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitz Brook. Many friends are offering
will prove a blessing indeed.
It
Houlton this week gives our people
spending the summer with her
! congratulations.
quickly soothes and relieves Piles,
an opportunity for hearing many fine patrick on Sunday.
1500
pairs;
side
cars,
1500
pairs.
husband’s
mother,
Mrs.
Amanda
Quint.
Hemorrhoids
and
other
ano-rectal
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carpenter, Mr. j
. entertainments, which they are taking
troubles.
Easily applied; painless;
The plates for 1922 will be a heavier
Mrs. Frank Adams and Mrs. Lillie
and Mrs. Emmet Spellman and j
no unpleasantness. Won’t soil cloth
advantage of.
Hannagan of Oakfield were the guests and better plate than ever before us
Dorothy Sullivan were calling on j
ing.
Has helped thousands—will
help YO U . Send for sample today
relatives in Oakfield on Sunday.
j Mrs. E. E. Weed, who has been very of relatives and friends here last ed by this State, being of 22 gage
—
or
better
still, mail us O NE
week.
People from this section who have j
D O L L A R for C O M P L E T E ONE
ill the past week, is much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Beecher Howard and United States standard steel, being
Fred Cook returned from Boston attended the Chautauqua in Houlton |
M O N T H ’S T R E A T M E N T , as shown
Mrs. Lemuel Bangs of Farmington, Miss Villa Howard are enjoying an about two points heavier than last
below. Including full size tube of
in years gone by, are much pleased j
Saturday afternoon.
R E M -O LA, hard rubber rectal tip,
Richard Aeh of Harmony is in with the change from the grand stand j Me. is the guest of her brother, B. A. auto trip in the southern part of the : year.
full size box (25) Rem-Rex Laxa
Hanning.
state.
to the tent.
town visiting.
tive Tablets and helpful booklet on
A departure will he made in th e :
The big brown Chautauqua tent at
Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson are enMany from this section are attend
P IL E S — Their Causes and Treat
ment. Sent postpaid in plain sealed »
entertaining Mr. Nelson’s brother and
ing the Chautauqua entertainments at the Fair Grounds in Houlton offer? i colors, according to the provision of
package
and your M O N E Y B A C K
much for the money in the way of j the new law that different colors shall
Houlton this week.
wife from Lowell, Mass.
if you want it. Remember, REMentertainments,
which
the
people
John Sargent returned Saturday
Miss Faye Thompson spent Wednes
j be used each year. White figures and
O L A is the time-tested preparation
Mrs. Albert Knox of Houlton was
of an old-established house with
from Boston where he has been for day in Debec, N. B.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. O. from this section are taking advantage ! letters on a deep blue background has
more
than 74 years of experience
of.
Several from here attended the Briggs, for the past week.
a time.
behind it. You can depend upon itf
been selected by Secretary Ball for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred White have gone races in Woodstock, N. B. last week.
Rev. H. Scott Smith of the Episcopal
The Country Doctor, a comedy the color scheme and made a very at
Rev. Clarence Kearney will preach
to Boston for a visit.
Henry Thayer & Co., Inc.
church
will preach in the church at drama in four acts, will he presented
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whithed have at the Hall Sunday evening at 7.30.
Established 1847
tractive combination.
Littleton
next
Sunday
afternoon.
CAM BRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.
bv Hodgdon talent at Hodgdon Town
moved into their new home at the
Mr. Clarence Small ha? purchased
It
may
he
said
that
the
year
1920
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Robinson and Hall, July 25.
boundary, where they are pleasantly a “ Baby Grand’’ Cheverlot touring
COMPLETE ONCMONTH'Si
children of Houlton were Sunday
C h a rac ters
car.
situated.
REM-OLA
TWATMEJTyj
tin* villagv
Mrs. Fred Rideout has returned
Miss Helen Hamlin of Houlton was guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Robin rinmins Britton, M. I
son
J00 P O S T iP ^
doctor
Wi n Mask*- 1
home from her visit in New Bruns a Sunday guest of Mrs. Annie MeMargaret, four months old daughter H o w a r d Wa > nc, in love wi th Doily
Gown.
wick.
Leigh IV r r c
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Buckley have
Mrs. James Longstaff spent Thurs of Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wolvorton.
Money back without question
K o y Uni x
returned from Lowell, Mass, and will day with Mrs. Logie Ross of Wood- received one of (lie first prizes given S'HllIe lI-- Y r g i i s ni ) , t h e s h e r i f f
if H U N T 'S G U A R A N T E E D
p r o p r i e t o r o f hotel
.Sum I ’.ii'i
take up the management of Central'! stock, N. B
<during Baby Week in Houlton.
SKIN DI8EASE REMEDIES
T h o m a s Mel loiiaa:
hotel that they recently purchased.
Mrs. Ray Stevens of Eagle Lake is
(Hunt’s Salve and Soap),fail in
Dr. G. H. Hamlin of Lew ston. Me.
the treatment of Itch, Eczema,
The little child of Elwood Brewer’s I visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. accompanied by his wife, arrived by /cbcdi.ili l ’. unn, wii hang? ar ound
Ringworm,TetterorotherltchJohn Murchii
that had. the ends of 2, fingers cut off, I Fred Wannan.
ing skin diseases. T ry thie
i auto on Thursday and preached in
V e r n o n ST e r r i t t
treatment at our risk.
is getting along nicely.
I Mr. Randolph Stewart of Boston. the U. B. church on Thursday even- F r i , t h a t ' s al l
Ben Sha w, tlm --1a g e d r i v e r F r e d < ' r o c k ' - U
1Mass, is visiting liis parents. Mr. and ' ing.
L . A . B a r k e r & Co., Oakfield Maine
A g t u - s i i iIII'-i t . d i a d i i\\ cd b y l a t >•
; Mrs1
. G. Stewart.
Tuesday. July 12th. the annual S.
Leitha
•'roeketi
There is no way in which so mu,ch j Remember that Chautauqua is hold- S. picnic- of the U. B. church was held I n 01 v I hi 111.n , t lie d o r t o| L s i s t e r
i
ing
sessions
in
Houlton
every
day
can be obtained in the way of enter
at Crescent Bark. The day was an
I ' or a I tut i
tainments as at Chautauqua which is I and evening this week,
1
ideal out*, the attendance large and
j
Mrs.
Essie
Stewart
and
two
children
being held in Houlton this week.
- all report an enjoyable day.
Many from here attended the races I Hattie and Andrew of Patten are
There1 will be a baptism next Sun
|
visiting
Mrs.
Lyman
Webb,
at Woodstock Wednesday anti Thurs
i Miss Helen McCain visited at the day morning ;tf it o'clock at the Cary
day.
Lake. Those wishing to attend will
Mrs. James Hoyt returned Thurs home of her uncle Mr. William R. take1 the road by Harry Hammond's
McCain
of
New
Limerick
last
week.
day from a visit in Gardiner and
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. McCain attended house which leads to the shore of the
several places in Massachusetts.
lake.
Miss Lillian Cheney of Lynn, Mass, the funeral of Miss Elizabeth Hogan,
which
was
held
in
Houlton
Friday
i
Mr. Thomas Sansom, Mrs. Belle
is visiting her aunt Mrs. Albert
WEDNESDAY
Sansom and daughter Marion of
Smith, and other relatives in town morning.
Mrs. Ruth Stewart, who has been Fredericton. N. B. and Miss Mildred P A R A M O U N T S P E C IA L
this week.
Many of the farmers have begun making her home with her sister, Mrs. Richards of Campbellton. N. B. an“ The Wise Fool”
Byron Carson and
haying. The hay crop is very light Clark of Florenceville, N. B., is visit the guests of
Thi n k " f the different nu mb e r of plot*
family.
ing
friends
here.
this year on account of the long dry
•which <-iiuhi gn under this title. T h e pint
Mr. and Mrs. Morley Fleming and
Sunday evening closed the 4 weeks whi ch act ual l y docs go wi th it. wil -lire season.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Atkinson
o
f
,
of
special
services
held
by
Evangelist
Miss Opal Fletcher of Presque Isle
in. i ’omc A- see.
ly s ur pr i se and aininspent the week-end at her home here. Debec. N. B. were Sunday guests at : Beatty in the Baptist church. The C o m e d y - ‘T h e Q u a c k D o c t o r ” a n d W e e k the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
L.
(
church has been greatly strengthened
Mr. and Mrs. Don Williams with a
and many helped and the best wishes ly N e w s .
party of young people went to Portage Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moores and son of the churcl go with Mr. Beatty as
Lake Sunday, by auto, for a few days
Ora of New Limerick, Mr. and Mrs. j he goes to Monticello to hold some
THURSDAY
“ W e Got It from the Watkins M an.”
outing.
Miss Edna Tracy, clerk at G. W. Frank Longstaff of Island Falls. Mr. ! special services. During July he will P R I S C IL L A D E A N in “ Reputation"
Richard’s store at Houlton, is enjoy H. B. Currie of Houlton and Miss i supply the pulpit of the Littleton It is an old s a y i n g that a w o m a n ’s good
¥ ¥ O W often you have heard that said— or said it yourself!
ing a vacation with her parents, Mr. Mary Mersereau of this town visited ; church on Sunday morning at in.3b na me is all that she has.
" I hput at i on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Longstaff
Sunj
*
* Perhaps about stock tonic— perhaps something entirely
o’clock.
and Mrs. Charles Tracy of this town.
br i ngs a light on ttyis subj ect of popul ar
| D. F. Adams. Lewis Carson. H. E. discussion.
Mr. S. F. Archiald of Houlton spent day.
different. For there are 137 products in the Watkins line!
Sunday here with his daughter, Mrs.
Hillman, A. Z. McBride. Israel Ather C o m e d y — " I f P r i z m a ” a n d W e e k l y N e w s
W alter Melvin and two sons Marvin
ton, George Tingley, W. (). Briggs,
You are certain of highest quality when you buy Watkins products.
and Arnot.
Herbert Gentle. J. D. Ross, E. 1\
FRIDAY
Born
to
Ml*,
and
Mrs.
Livingstone
They have been favorably known for more than 50 years! Twenty million
The G. N. P. Co. have loaded out
Titeomb, T. H. Schools, Duncan Woodall lumber in the pond and have shut Lyons a girl on Monday, July 18th.
worth and Jt.mes Hulburt attended P R I S C IL L A D E A N in “ Reputation”
satisfied users swear by them today.
Little Johnie Kitchen fell last
down business until they can get more
meeting of the Federation of C o m e d y — ‘ ‘ R u n a w a y T r a i n ” a n d S h o w
Saturday off the porch and broke his the
Farmers held in Caribou, Monday, No. 1.
lumber in.
It pays to buy from the
arm.
July 11th. W. O. Briggs was elected
Miss Clara Stewart visited in Oak
Watkins store at your door.
a director representing Littleton Local
SATURDAY
field last week with Miss Nellie
No. 14.
W
I
L
L
I
A
M
R
U
S
S
E
L
L
in
Holden.
* Mrs. Frank Pickles of Boston is
THE WATKINS RETAILER
Mr. Burnham Sewell of Houlton was
“ Bare Knuckles”
visiting her sister, Mrs. George Good.
Mrs. Charles Sprague and daughter the week-end guest of Dan Stewart
Ti mot h y MetJuire, played by Wi n
Rus
are spending a few days with Mrs. H. and family.
Established 1868
sell will gi ve you s 11 -1i e real pointers in
The W atkins Man
Miss
Dorothy
Ruth
is
spending
a
the handl i ng of men
T he only person
A. Lovely.
42
Mrs. Wendell Robbins and two sons few weeks with Mr. Thomas Callmtn
T i m c o u dn’t handl e wa s the girl who
money dick without qu«m\ion
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Elmer and family at Cary’s Mills.
finally be c a me Mrs. McUui r e.
i f H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
Mrs. Sarah E. Bither is spending
8K IN DISEASE REMEDIES
C o m e d y — “ T h e S i m p ” a n d M u t t a n d Je ff
Ingraham.
(Hunt’s
Salve
and
Soap),
fail
in
Mias Hattie Taylor of Ludlow spent the week at Lakewood with her son
the treatment of Itch, Eczema.
the week-end with her sister, Mrs. Fred Bither and family of Houlton.
Ringworm ,Tetter or other Itch
Mrs.
Ira
Carpenter
and
Mr.
Minard
!
ing akin diaeaaes. T ry this
Charles Pipes.
treatment
at our risk.
Smith
of
Patten
were
calling
on
Mrs. Ira J. Carpenter and Minard
Smith were calling on friends
in relatives and friends here Saturday, i L. A. B a r k e r <Sr Co., Oakfield, Ma i n e

HODGDON

SURROUNDING

Subscribers should bear in
mind that all subscriptions are

TOWNS

LETTER B

AUTO PLATES
CONTRACT FOR THE
SEASON OF 1922

FREE TRIAL
SIZE a

OAKFIELD

REM-OLA

(or PILES

LITTLETON

BRIDGEWATER

LUDLOW

ECZEMA!

MONTICELLO

Week of July 11,1921

Temple Theatre

LINNEUS

NEW LIMERICK

3k I T C H !

town one day last week.
Miss Josie Grant, matron at the
Rioker dormitory, is at home for the
remainder of the summer.
Mrs. H. I. McLeod left Monday for
Caatlne where she will attend the
summer school for teachers.
Rev. H. H. Cosman will hold ser
vices Sunday, July 24, as follows:
New Limerick, 10 a. m.; Ludlow, 2.30
p. m.; Lasky school house, 7 p. m.
The Chautauqua entertainments
which are now being held in Houlton
offer many advantages to our people
to hear a great deal in this line for
their money.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. James, Mr. John
W ebb of Island Falls, Mrs. Howard
Fenderson and small son Herbert of
Portland were calling on Mrs. Nettie
Spain Sunday.
Charles, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
Smith, was taken to the Aroostook
hospital Friday where he submitted
to an operation for appendicitis. His
condition is very favorable.

;~T"

— Increase Your Potato Yield by Using —

W atson Monarch
T rip lex Sprayer
The

Best Ever

Made

LEO T. SPAI N

This ^lios4 was
a 1.921 model
LA8T MONTH, on a bet
• • •
WITH THE boys up home.
* * •
I SPENT a night
• • •
ALONE IN the old.

SO I gave the ghost

HAUNTED HOUSE.

THE HORSE laugh.

AND WHEN I heard.

AND SAID “Ed.

MOANS AND groan®.

YOU FAT guys.

I SAID "The 'wind.”

MAKE BUM ghosts.

AND TRIED to sleep.

BUT BEFORE you fadfli

OF A familiar.
a
a

• • t

a
*

• * •

Rev. Mr. Luce will preach in the
Upion church next Sunday.
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs.
Hannah White, Houlton, Wednesday,
July 27th.
Mrs. Fred A. Barton was the guest
of her mother Mrs. Benj. Atherton, i
She is seriously ill.
MrSL Patrick Colton and son of
JohnvUle, N. B. were the week end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Aucoin.
Chautauqua, which is being held at
Houlton this week, gives our people
an opportunity for hearing many fine
entertainments which they are taking
advantage of.
.
.
.
Mr. William Brown. Los Angeles,
Cal., is visiting his father Mr. Perry j
Brown. He came by auto and his |
many friends and relatives are very {
pleased to meet him again.
Mr. James Egears passed away at |
his home last Tuesday, July 12. He j
leaves to mourn his loss, four sisters, i
his wife and other relatives. He was I
a quiet man and a good neighbor. He !
was seventy-one years of age.
Mrs. Josephine Smith of Seattle,
Washington, was the guest of Mrs.
Maggie Finnigan the last two weeks,
Mrs. Smith was 80 years old Monday,
July 18th, and we wish her many
years of happiness.
She is real
.smart and came all the way from
Seattle in an auto. She intends to
visit different parts of the New Eng
land states before she returns home.
She used to lire in this place.
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W H I C H T I P P E D me off.
* * *

t t t

EAST HODGDON

a

AND DELICIOUS smell.

a

*

a

a

I HEARD Tappings.

LEAVE WITH me one.

AND SAID “Rats.”

OF YOUR cigarettes.

AND ROLLED over.

THEY SATISFY.’*

* * *

a

• • a

a

* * ♦

a
a

a
a

THEN I heard steps.;
* * *

AND IN the light.
• a a

H A T spicy, delicious aroma
P f fine tobaccos, both Turkish
and Domestic, makes you almost
hungry for the “ satisfy-smoke.’r
And there isn’t a ghost o f a
chance you'll ever find its equal
anywhere— for the Chesterfield
blend is an exclusive blend. It
can’t be copied.

OF A dying moon.
a

*

T

*

A WHITE spook roso.
a

a

*

I WASN’T scared—much.
a

a

a

BUT DIDN’T feci like.
•

a

a

STARTING ANYTHING.
a

a

a

BUT THEN I caught.
•

High Pressure, Automatically Controlled, it

a

Have you seen the new
A I R -T I G H T tins o f SO?

a

JUST A faint whiff.

reaches every part of the vine and is made
from the

best

of

materials.

Repairs

--------------------always on hand.------------------ —

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
Bridgewater, Maine
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